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ABSTRACT

Context. The approach of developing software systems with the use of third party
components i.e. COTS or OSS has increased globally. In this study API product refers to
either a software component or a software service or both packaged together, that can be
accessed through an API. Developers are faced with plethora of alternative choices to select
an API product. With this increase in components adoption, API product providers are faced
with challenge of designing their product to be more attractive than others. This needs the
providers to be educated about the developer behavior when they choose an API product.
Understanding the selection practices of developers can help providers to improve the
packaging of API products, making them more suitable for selection.
Objectives. The objectives of this study is to investigate the criteria that developers use
when reasoning about acceptability of a software component.
Methods. A background study is performed to identify the evaluation criteria proposed in
the literature. An empirical study using Qualitative content analysis is performed. In the
study the 480 reviews of different API products are analyzed to understand the criteria from
practitioners’ perspective.
Results. 9 relevant criteria that developer use to reason about accepting or rejecting an API
Product are identified. 30 sub criteria related to the 9 criteria are described in the study.
Conclusions. This study concludes that the identified 9 criteria play an important role in
developer assessment of the API product. It is also found that the criteria have significant
impact on the ratings of API product. These criteria could guide API product providers to
make better choices when developing the product.

Keywords: API product, Evaluation criteria, content
analysis
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of software ecosystems, an increasing number of components and
services are offered to practitioners for integration into software development. Avoiding the
“need to re-invent the wheel” has critically motivated developers to adopt software
components [1]. The benefits of component adoption also include quick to market, less
development effort and improved innovation [2][1]. The competitive edge provided with
these benefits have driven more industries to practice component based software
development. Software components generally used by developers come under COTS
(Commercial off the shelf) products or Open source software (OSS). COTS are commercial
products provided by a vendor, often with no user access to source code. OSS are free
software developed by fellow developers or a community and users can have access to
source code [2]. The term API product in this paper refers to either a software component or
a software service or both packaged together, that can be accessed through an API. Example
of software component are COTS and OSS. Example for software service are Amazon Web
services or Microsoft Azure. In this study the terms developer and practitioners mean the
same and used interchangeably.

Due to the growing popularity for API products, there are wide range of API products across
all domains. Internet is the marketplace for choosing API products. Hosting domains like
sourceforge [3] , Eclipse marketplace [4], and google code [5] offer diverse API products,
catering to needs of any developer. With this growth, developers are regularly confronted
with numerous API products that satisfy their need. This demands product managers of API
products to make their API product more appealing to practitioners than their competitors.

To make an attractive API product, the providers need to understand the behavior of
developers, when developers perform selection. The criteria followed by developers to
evaluate the API product can serve as valuable inputs to design attractive API product. To
understand the selection practices few researchers studied the developer behavior when
selecting API products [6] [7]. These studies concluded that developers follow informal or
ad-hoc procedures to make API product selection. Although they highlighted few selection
criteria, they are not exhaustive and could not be generalized. Majority of remaining
literature on selection of API products have not studied the developer behavior. The
suggested selection criteria and selection algorithms are based on their prior experience. This
presses the need for more research on selection process from developers’ perspective.

In pursuing developers’ opinion on selection criteria, reviews of diverse API product reviews
were analyzed in this study. The quantity and quality of API product reviews available
online has motivated the author to choose this approach. The opportunity to extract the
selection criteria and to map it with the reasoning of developers could provide interesting
insights for API product providers. This research also helps new developers to understand
the various criteria they need to consider when selecting an API product. Finally, the results
of this study could help researchers to improve their selection models to make them more
applicable to practical use.

The remainder of this document are organized as follows: chapter 2: Related work, chapter
3: Research Methodology, chapter 4: Results of the study, chapter 5: Analysis of the results,
chapter 6: Discussions and limitations of the research and chapter 7: Conclusions and future
work.
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2 RELATEDWORK

This section details the background knowledge required to understand the context of the
research. The contents of this section describe the importance of API products in software
development, importance of API selection process, Existing Literature about API selection
and how current research could make a relevant contribution to field of study.

2.1 Why developers use API products?

An API product is a piece of third party software, integrated by the developers to often
develop larger software systems. The use of API products in industry has surged in recent
years. A study claims that out of 769companies 33% provide OSS based products and
46.8% of 569 companies integrateOSS in software systems[8][1]. The increasing adoption
could be explained by the benefits gained from API products. The various advantages
offered by integrating API products are: Faster time to market, cost effective solution,
encourages innovation and increased software quality and productivity[9][6][1]. These
advantages give industries a huge competitive edge that virtually make it impossible to
ignore the usage of API products[6].

2.2 Why selection process of API products is Important?

Despite these advantages, it could prove to be costly if the API product adoption is not
properly orchestrated. The adoption of API products into software development majorly
includes selection, integration and maintenance of the components[1]. The development
using software components is often referred as component based software development
(CBSD). It is strongly claimed in literature that success of CBSD is heavily reliant on
selection of the most appropriatecomponents[1][10]. Mismanagement of API selection
process could drive software projects towards more riskyand uncertain environments[6].
The selection process and the existing work upon it discussed below.

2.3 Selection Process

The selection process of API products is generally carried out in three steps[11][7][1][12]:
 Locating the API product.
This step involves searching for the API product. How developers end up finding the
relevant API products that are easy to evaluate and compare.

 Evaluating API product with predetermined user requirements.
The objective of this step is to evaluate the API product compatibility with respect to
the existing user requirements.

 Choosing API product.
This step refers to comparison of the potentiallymatching API products to find the
best fit for the given situation.

Locating the API product:
The first step in selection process is locating the API product. Internet has been the major
host of the API products. The marketplace provided for interaction of API product designers
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and users[6][1].Traditionally various mechanisms and tools are proposed to locate API
products. Search engines with various technologies were implemented to skim through
component repositories and find the relevant products upon hitting a search string. Few
Examples of these tools are GooglecodeSearch, IPScom–intelligent portal for searching
components[13]. However it is found out that these methods are rarely used in practice. The
practical methods used to locate the API productare unsystematic and ad-hoc[6][14][15].
Few practices mentioned in literature for identifying API product are:
 Identified component using previous experience[1][14][9]:
If any of the team member has previousexperience using a specific component then
it is selected for the project with no further searching. This is the most followed
approach in industries. Here familiarity of the API product has encouraged the
selection

 Performing informal internet search[1][14][7]:
When developers have no prior experience using components, then they turn to
internet searches on google. Mostly they stumble upon API marketplace like
Sourceforge to search for the appropriate component. They also follow the
recommendations and suggestion of peers on internet who have dealt with similar
requirements.

 Following API marketplace[14]:
This approach is followed to proactively identify the components. Developers
usually monitor the API marketplace to stay updated on latest trends and tools. They
also follow various forums and subscribe to mailing lists and newsletters. Staying
updated provides them a head start when they need API product.

Informal internet search is mentioned most as commonly followed approach toidentify the
API products[1][14][7][9].

Evaluating API product with pre-determined user requirements:
For evaluation of API product, various methods are proposed with use of many modern
technologies. The proposed methods have used decision support systems, simulation, method
engineering, strategic contracting and procurement and many others to help developers make
an informed decision[6]. These methods are first introduced to help users select COTS
products. A Literature review of the existing methods for evaluation of COTS products has
beenstudied by A.Mohamed et.al[16]. These methods follow a common pattern in
implementation. Initially the requirements should be identified, then a set of well-defined
evaluation criteria are evolved with these requirement, then assign weightage to the
evaluation criteria, and compare the Potential API products using the technologies specified
above[9].

The above methods are initially developed for COTS selection until the popularity and
demand for OSS increased. With growth in OSS adoption, the need to propose OSS
evaluation methods increased. But the evaluation methods used for COTS are not suitable to
OSS as it posed some challenges. The emergence of internet as a vital host for wide variety
of OSS software has made it difficult to find allthe potential API products[14]. Also, unlike
Commercial software OSS are not pushed upon peoplewith any marketing strategy[14].

This makes it hard to locate and evaluate the OSS products. Addressing these challenges
many methods, frameworks specific to OSS are proposed. These include QualiPSo model of
trustworthiness[17], QualOSS model framework[18]and open source maturity model[14].

Although these evaluation methods for COTS and OSS are successful in their
implementation, the evidence from literature strongly claims that these methods are seldom
used in practice[14][19][20][1]. In practice developers are mostly unaware of these formal
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methods andthey usually follow informal approach for evaluation of API products. The
commonly followed approaches for API product evaluation are:
 Previous working experience[14][6]
The positive experience of working with an API product is the best indicator to use it
the next time. If any member of the team is familiar with the component then they
often choose it with no further evaluation

 Reviews of other developers on internet[14]
The feedback provided by other developers who have used it for similar
requirements is considered to evaluate the product. These developer reviews are
often found on technology blogs, community forums and other developer oriented
websites.

 API products that have built reputationand has proven track record[14]
The reputation ofAPI product also plays a key role for selection. If the product is
used successfully in other projects then it is preferred by companies.

 Developing a prototype[14][6]
Developers download and use the API product to builda prototype in their preferred
environment. Successful implementation of prototype is another evaluation process.

 Reading the product information[6]
Software attributes are often mentioned in the online marketplace. This enables
developers to quickly go through the specs of software and check if it’s fit for need
in hand.

Choosing API products:
Choosing of an API product is generally made a part of evaluation of API products. The
formal evaluation methods discussed above have encouraged to compare the potential API
products and then make a decision to choose the best fit software. But since it is repeatedly
mentioned in literature that these methods are obsolete for practical application in industry,
choosing the best fit approach is debated. The study done by Oyvind hauge et.al[14]
concludes that a first fit approach is followed rather than the best fit. Developers when
searching for an API product, often tend to examine the first potential component they
encounter. Examining is usually testing the product or developing a prototype. If the
component solves the need then it is selected, else the search proceeds for next potential
component. As developers search through API products they gain knowledge about the
products andthe problem more. This knowledge is used for the next search to improve the
chances of identifying the component that solves the problem[14].

Finally the decision to adopt an API product after evaluation is often made by the project
team. Sometimes, clients had thefinal say in deciding which API product to choose[6].
Most of the times project team or the boss i.e. product manager has the authority to make
final decision[6]. In another study[9]it is mentioned that predefined rules of the company
guide and limit the selection process of API product. But it is not mentioned which factors of
the company rules will guide the evaluation process.

2.4 Selection Criteria:

Selection criteria are the criteria applied by the practitioners of API product to evaluate and
adopt the API product.  These criteria has been extensively discussed in the literature. The
formal COTS and OSS selection methods mentioned in above section have proposed a lot of
criteria that developers should use. The problem with these selection criteria is that, they are
not gathered from the developers’ perspective i.e. they are not used by industry practitioners
when selecting an API product. There is overwhelming amount of literature that claims that
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the existing formal selection methods and their selection criteria are not followed bythe
practitioners[7][6][14][15][19][20].This revelation has led researchers to align their
research towards making empirical analysis about selection of API products. Researchers
started to investigate the API selection practices fromthe perspective of developers. These
studies[6][14][7][21]suggest that rather ad hoc procedure is followed in practice by
practitioners to select API products. These informal selection practices are mentioned above.
However, only few studies have tried to elicit the selection criteria. These selection criteria
identified by these studies are depicted in below table:

Table1-List of criteria identified in literature

Huseyin Dagdeverin et.al[22]havemade observations fromCOTS/OSSmarketplace and
identified5 factorsthat could be decisivetoaffect the marketing ofCOTS/OSS.They have
designed a questionnaire and evaluated 264 components with the questionnaire. They
conclude that following the 5 factors can enhance the marketing of COTS/OSS.

Selection Criteria Research paper

 Functionality
 Price
 Support and Maintenance
 Environment or platform
 Quality Assurance

An Exploratory Study for
Effective COTS and OSS Product

Marketing[22]

 Cost
 Customization requirements
 Component characteristics
 Licensing
 Maintenance and support

Open Source Reuse in
Commercial Firms[7]

 Functional compliance
 Evolution of product
 Proven success record of component
 Support availability
 Familiarity with component
 Ease of integration
 Performance and scalability
 Licensing terms
 Price
 Documentation Quality
 Source code availability

Selection of third party software in
Off-The-Shelf-based software
development—An interview study
with industrial practitioners[6]

 Functionality
 Reliability
 Cost
 Ease of use
 Vendor reputation
 Ease of customization
 Ease of Implementation

Beyond COTS: The drivers of
COTS application value[23]
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Madanmohan et.al in [7] performed structured interviews to understand the selection
practices of OSS products. As part of their results they have proposed the above mentioned
five criteria as selection criteria for selecting OSS.

In [6], Claudia Ayala et.al investigated about industrial practices about component selection.
Their results have declared that informal selection practices are followed in industry. They
have also identified above mentioned criteria for selection of software components.

Mark Kell et.al in [23] investigated the factors of COTS products that are perceived as most
valuable by the developers. They have identified the factors from previous studies and
performed a survey with COTS selectors to rank the factors according to their importance.

In [14], oyvind hauge et.al conducted interviews with developers from 16 Norwegian
companies to understand the selection process of OSS. Their research concludes that the
selection criteria is situational in nature and there cannot be a generic criteria that fits in
every context. They also highlighted that the situation depends on various factors like
company policies, project constraints, use of technologies and infrastructure.

2.5 Research Gap:
The majority of the literature related to selection practices of API product is mainly based on
researcher experience and didn’t account for the industry practices. The selection methods
and selection criteria proposed by this literature are seldom followed in industry. So, it is
essential to investigate selection practices of API product from developers’ perception. Few
researchers have aligned their research and performed empirical studies. Their results claim
that developers follow informal or ad-hoc practices for selection.

Even though these studies have extracted the selection criteria, the empirical evidence is
quite limited. Madanmohan et.al in [7] have extracted the criteria that are specific for OSS
and Mark kell et.al in [23] identified criteria that are specific to COTS. Also, chen W et.al in
[15] performed research only about Chinese companies, whereas API product adoption is a
global phenomenon. Claudia Ayala et.al in [6] although has outlined the criteria, a clear
description of what developers liked and disliked about each criteria are not provided.

The criteria identified in these studies are followed during selection. But the evaluation
criteria i.e. which criteria developers consider when choosing one API product over other are
not identified. The selection criteria and evaluation criteria may overlap sometimes. So, there
is a need to improve the existing little empirical evidence on evaluation criteria for selection
of API products. Also the evaluation criteria has to be exhaustive, including the developers
reasoning for considering a specific criteria. This is the aim of current research. With the
increase in OSS adoption, API marketplace has got significance in selection of API products.
There is so much data available in feedbacks that developers provide to API product vendors
on these marketplaces. Analyzing these feedback channels could provide insights into
developers’ decision making activities.

To achieve this objective, developer reviews of API products are analyzed in this study.
Developer reviews for an API product can include reports about bugs, request for feature
additions and other crucial information about different criteria that could have affected their
liking. A list of evaluation criteria that are grounded in developers’ experience and the
reasoning used for liking and disliking of the criteria are the major outcomes expected from
this study.
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3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Aim:
To understand the criteria that influence the selection of API products, from the perspective
of practitioners.

3.2 Objectives:
Following these objectives would help in attaining the research aim:
1)  Enquire the state-of-art that discusses the criteria and selection process of an API product.
2) Empirically validate the criteria that are gathered from literature. Validation includes
confirming, complementing, removing and changing of factors based on the empirical
evidence.

Collecting the selection criteria from literature through background study will help reach
objective 1. Objective 2 is attained through studying the developer reviews of API products.
This empirical study helps to validate, complement the criteria gathered from literature.

3.3 Research Question:
RQ: What are the criteria that developers use in reasoning about the acceptability of an API
product?

This research question helps to bring out all the criteria that influence selection of a
particular API product over other alternatives. In this question, developers are users of API
products.

3.4 Research approach overview

Background study is performed as initial part of the study. To get familiar with the research
context and so align the future research steps, the existing research on API products selection
is studied. All research papers that discuss about the selection of third party components
(COTS) or open source products (OSS) or service oriented software are searched in
engineering village and Scopus. After studying the literature, relevant data from these papers
is extracted. Analysis and synthesis of the background study in the context of this research is
presented in section 2.

The second part of the study deals with the empirical research. In this study, the online
developer reviews for various API products are extracted and analyzed to answer the
research question. Qualitative content analysis is the research method employed to extract
insights from the online developer reviews. The guidelines mentioned by Hseih and Shannon
[24] to implement qualitative content analysis are followed for this research.
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3.5 Why this research method?
According to research objective, the opinions of developers need to be collected to find the
criteriathat affect the developers’ liking of an API product. A survey or a case study could
be performed to elicit the factors in this context. The objective of the research is to find
factors that could be generalized or commonly applicable to wider population of API
products. Since case study cannot provide results that could be applicable to wider
population, it is not considered. Survey is very much applicable in this scenario but
qualitative content analysis of online reviews is preferred over survey.There is so much data
available online about the reviews on wide range of API products. This enables access to
more information about developers’ opinion and gives more reach to qualitative data that
survey could not provide.Also, few previous studies[6][15][7][14]have used survey for
similar kind of research. Therefore altering the research method could provide opportunity to
make new contributions or make the existing claims stronger.

3.6 Research Implementation:

The first step in implementing the research method is data collection i.e. collecting online
reviews. The data collection process is outlined in following steps: choosing a website or a
marketplace that host API products, selection of domain and API products from which
review data is extracted.

Choosing the online marketplace of API products: To choose a website that host API
products, I have approached few developers who have experience working with the API
products. The primary recommendations are: apache.org [25], eclipse.org[4],
sourceforge.com[3], binpress.com[26]. Out of these apache.org did not have any user
reviews to the products hosted. Also it didn’t have any product related metrics like user
ratings or number of downloads. Eclipse.org had product metrics and user reviews to some
products,but they are not comprehensive often containing a single sentence describing either
user liked or disliked the product. Same was the case with sourceforge and binpress. At this
stage a list of criteria has emerged to choose the relevant website for the research.

 Websites that consists wide range of API product with user reviews

 Websites that provide any kind of product metrics like, user ratings or user
downloads

 Websites that have comprehensive user reviews that are authenticated.

The rationale to includethe second criteria i.e. access to product metrics is that, it helps to
find correlation between the factors extracted from reviews and the user ratings or user
downloads. For example, reviews of product with high rating or more downloads can be
analyzedto find what factors lead to more ratings. In pursuit of websites with above set
criteria in mind, author found thesetwo websites: G2crowd.com[27], trustradius.com[28].

Although these websites don’t host any API products they collect user reviews for varying
range of API products. Outof these g2crowd is chosen as it had relatively more API
products spread across varying software domains. They have also provided some key metrics
like user ratings for each review. Most of the reviews are comprehensive, detailing what
aspects users likedand disliked about the API product. The review mechanism in G2crowd
asks user to link their LinkedIn account to ensure the authenticity of the reviews. The
website selection process was carried throughout the research to locate any better websites.
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Few other similar websites were stumbled in the process, but they were ignored as they
didn’t have the amount of data that g2crowd provided.

Selection of domain and API products: The next step is to choose API products and
reviews. API products have varying attributes like Domain, Paid or free, product ratings
(high, medium or low). According to research objective, it is important to find the factors
that affect user liking towards the API products. The liking of user contributes to the product
rating. It is obvious that a product with high ratings, will have reviews that explain which
factors led to users liking of the product. Similarly studying reviews of low rated product
will enlighten us about the factors that led to user disliking of the product. So, theproducts
were divided into three sub groups based on their ratings. This approach is stratified random
sampling.

Stratified random sampling is followed when the population is heterogeneous and when
researcher wants to know about a specificsub group[29]. This method enables the
population to be divided into non-overlapping sub groups or strata and then performing
simple random sampling among each strata[29]. In the context of this research,the strata are
formed based on product ratings. This could help us to know about factors that contribute to
high low ratings of the API product. The next step is to divide the API products based on the
ratings into three strata i.e. Low rated, Medium ratedand high rated. But this could not be
achieved due to skewed ratio of high and low rated API products on the website
g2crowd.com. According to author observation at this stage of research, 88% API products
with reviews belonged to High ratings, 8% belonged to Medium ratings and 4% belonged to
low ratings. Most of the products with low ratings did not have comprehensive reviews. This
asymmetry in API product distribution has caused for adjustment in sampling process.

The composition of strata are altered.Instead of choosing API products, API product reviews
are chosen in each strata. To explain in detail: Each review has a user rating tag to it. The
rating ranges from 1-5. Ratings 1, 1.5, 2 come under low user rating stratum. 2.5, 3, 3.5
come into mediumratings stratum. High rating consist reviews with 4, 4.5 and 5 ratings. So,
reviews with high user ratings are grouped into one stratum and similarly reviews with
medium and low ratings are grouped into respective stratum. This helped to achieve
proportionate amount of reviews across the three strata and draw meaningful insights from
each. Then the reviews in each stratum are selected randomly.Although the reviews are
selected randomly in each strata, measures are taken to induce diversity in sample. Diverse
sample will ensure wide coverage of the target population. The steps taken to induce
diversity in the sample are:

 Select reviews from API products with varying domains.

 Select reviews from API products that are both commercial and open source.

A pilotsample is chosen and the reviews areanalyzedto test the suitability of sampling
method to this research. The pilot study produced reliable results thereby vouching for the
adopted sampling method. Taking lessons from the pilot study, the research is scaled to
larger sample. The sample size i.e. number of reviews is not fixed initially. The analysis is
performed until the results achieve saturation. The stats related to the number of reviews,
API products, Domains chosen to reach saturation point are discussed in results.

3.7 Data Extraction:

Data on g2crowd website i.e. product reviews are extracted to perform analysis. The sections
of data extracted from the website are product reviews, rating, product name and domain of
product. This data is copied intoMicrosoft word sheet to perform initial part of the analysis.
Later excel sheets are used for further analysis.
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3.8 Data Analysis:

This section as a whole deals with the analyses part of research. It details about the process
followed to convert the data sitting in word and excel sheets into meaningful insights, which
leads to results of this research.

3.8.1 Why content analysis?

Content analysis and grounded theory are widely used and most feasible methods to perform
qualitative data analysis[30]. Grounded theory is used generally to generate a theory, by
establishing relationships between obtained categories and codes. Qualitative content
analysis is used when the goal of research is to understand the data and express it in form of
categories andthemes[30]. As mentioned in section 3.1i.e. research aim, this research
explores the criteria that developers use when choosing a product. Since the emphasis is not
on finding relationships between categories and generating theory, Qualitative content
analysis is used.

Content analysis can be performed with three various approaches[24], but conventional
content analysis is chosen. Conventional content analysis is used when categories and
themes are to be extracted directly from the data without imposing previous knowledge on
data. In this research, review data posted on website is collected and analyzed. As users are
not imposed to fill the review with current research agenda in mind, there is high chance that
data is genuinely grounded in their experiences. This enables access to the data that is purely
grounded from their experience and not diluted with research agenda or any pre conceived
categories. This scenario provides possibility to extract new categories or sub categories
from the data. Hence conventional content analysis is chosen.

3.8.2 Analysis Procedure

Conventional content analysis or inductive approach of content analysis is followed for the
research. Content analysis is used toanalyzequalitative data and thereby extract categories
or themes from the data[24]. Conventional content analysis is used when the research
literature is limited. This approach encourages researcher to approach the data without any
pre conceived theories or literature. This helps in establishing categories and themes that
accurately represent the data in hand[24]. The steps involved to perform this analysis as
described by[24]are:
 Reading the data to get familiar and immersed. This helps to build a sense of
understanding about what the data represents.

 Highlighting the keywords that seemed relevant to answer the research question.
Assign codes to these keywords.

 Depending on the similarities and difference of initial codes, they are classified into
categories and sub categories.

 This process is repeated iteratively until a final list of mutually exclusive and
exhaustive categories and sub categories are obtained. Definitions of the each
categories and sub categories are also described.

 The results can be presented form of tree diagram. Exemplars for each category can
be provided from data to reportthe analysis.
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Overall analysis procedure is depicted in picture below.

Figure 1- Analysis process followed in this research
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4 RESULTS

4.1 Summary of sample:
A total of 480 reviews are obtained as results for the study. These reviews are extracted by
following the stratified random sampling approach as described in section 3.6. The reviews
are collected until saturation is reached i.e. till no new criteria would emerge from analyzing
the reviews. All reviews are collected from g2crowd website for software reviews. Reviews
are collected into three sub groups divided according to ratings. Low rated reviews i.e.
ratings 1, 1.5, 2 are strata 1. Medium rated reviews i.e. 2.5, 3, 3.5 are grouped into strata 2.
High rated reviews are i.e. 4, 4.5, 5 ratings come under strata3.  Each strata has 160 product
reviews. The reviews are collected from various API products belonging to 8 different
domains. The domains and the API products are chosen randomly.

Domain Number of reviews

TotalStrata 1 Strata 2 Strata 3

Databases 20 21 20 61

Web frameworks 18 20 17 55

IDE (integrated
development environment)

22 20 19 61

Version control software 17 22 20 59

Bug Tracking software 20 19 21 60

Test management software 23 19 21 63

Application Performance
management software

18 16 20 54

SAAS(software as a
service)

22 23 22 67

160 160 160 480

Table 2 - Distribution of reviews across various domains

The summary of products chosen in each domain are mentioned in the table below.
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Domain API products

Databases MongoDB, CouchDB, OrientDB, Cassandra,
Neo4j, Redis

Web Frameworks AngularJS, Django, Backbone, RubyonRails,
Symfony

IDE Eclipse, Netbeans, ColdFusion, Visual
studio, Code::Blocks, IntelliJ, Webstorm

VCS Microsoft Team foundation, Subversion,
CVS, Clearcase, Starteam, Mercurial,

BitBucket, Git,

Bug tracking Jira, BugZilla,Assembla,Trac,LightHouse,

Test management software ApacheJmeter, Qtest, HP Quality centre, HP
ALM, TestTrack,

Application Performance software Splunk, DataDog, IBM management,
Foglight, Logentries, NewRelic

Software as a service OpenStack, Linode, Microsoft Azure,
Rackspace, Hellion, Heroku, Amazon EC2,

GoogleAppEngine, Amazon S3,
Table 3 - Domain and the API products from which reviews are extracted

A screenshot of review by the developer in G2crowd website is shown below. It has product
rating given by the reviewer, shows LinkedIn authentication and the review is
comprehensive with reasoning for liking and disliking the API product.

Figure 2 Screenshot of a typical review on G2crowd
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4.2 Findings from content analysis

Step1: Get to know the data

This step deals with getting familiar with the data and the context. Before proceeding to
coding process, the reviews are read and understood to get a sense of what aspects the data
holds and how the relevant results could be drawn. This process also includes studying about
the product and its domain on which the reviews are written. This helps to understand the
review better when user is talking about the functional aspects of the product.

Step 2: Initial coding

The step describes how the preliminary codes are formed from the data. The data in reviews
are present in the format of two questions, what do you like best? And what do you dislike?
User responses to these questions consisted of different aspects like users mentioning about
their likes and dislikes with product, users briefing about their use cases of the product and
users providing suggestions to other users. Out of these aspects, the data that reflect users
liking and disliking is only relevant for the research and so other aspects are ignored while
coding. When coding is done, research objective is always kept in mind to identify the
relevant data and channel out the unnecessary noise out of the data.

The text in word sheet that is reflective of users liking, is highlighted by adding a comment
next to it. This comment or code represents the segment of highlighted text and it commonly
contains words that are extracted from the raw text. An instance from word sheet with
highlighted text and comment is shown below. This step helped to find the initial codes from
the raw text. All the reviews of a strata are subjected to initial coding before proceeding for
next step.

Figure 3 Snapshot of Word document at initial analysis stage
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Step 3: Forming sub categories

The comments (codes) and the highlighted raw text are exported into excel sheet for further
analysis. Columns of excel sheet contain the raw text (highlighted), comment added to it
(code), product rating given by user, product domain and a label that indicates user liking (L)
or disliking (DL) any part of product. In this step, the commonalities observed in codes are
mapped together to form subcategories. Raw text and the attached comments (codes) are
studied row by row to find patterns in the data. Data contributed to certain pattern are
merged under a sub category. This process is repeated across all excel sheets to extract the
sub categories.

Step 4: Deriving Categories

The data from previous step contains excel sheet with raw text, codes and sub category. The
excel sheet with codes is studied extensively to check for any emerging categories. The
categories are formed by aggregating the sub categories that exhibit a similarity. The
categories formed at this stage are high level, very abstract and do not fully represent the
final categories. These initial categories helped to organize the data and group the codes into
clusters. This facilitates for easy analysis in further steps to merge categories if needed.
Below shows a snapshot of the excel sheet at this stage.

Figure 4- Snapshot of analysis process in excel at step 4
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Step 5: Finalizing Categories and subcategories

This step involves presenting the final set of categories and sub categories along with their
definitions. The sub categories obtained in step 4 are studied to check if it fits the existing
category or need to be moved. This process enables to form a new set of categories that
accurately represent the sub categories. The categories and sub categories are constantly
revisited, updated and merged. The revisions are carried out till the emerged categories and
sub categories are exhaustive and become mutually exclusive. The example provided below
depicts the process of raw text emerging into category and sub categories.

Table 4 - The journey of raw data emerging into category

The overall coding scheme is described in the table below. Codes are the initial comments
made to the raw text. Sub categories are similar codes clustered together. Categories are
abstract representation for group of sub categories exhibiting the similar properties.

Codes Sub category Category
there is substantially less
documentation

CompletenessLimited documentation. Needs
to be more detailed.

Raw text Code Sub category Category

“Although Django
provides us quality
examples, only has
few examples,”

Quantity of code
examples

Learning resources

Documentation

“Really good
documentation and
tutorials help a new
developers to easy
dive in and focus on
business logic and
not on framework
details”

Helpful tutorials

“And if you don't
need all the features
it's hard to trim
down the
documentation to
find your way
through it based on
your needs”

Hard to find the
needed

documentation

Finding artefacts
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DOCUMENTATION

Hard to navigate through
documentation.

Finding artefacts
Difficulty finding information

Tutorials and online resources
Learning resourcesSource code available to solve

issues
Understandable and concise

UnderstandablilityMisleading documentation
Bugs created in GITHUB
solved quickly

Support Online

COMMUNITY
SUPPORT

Questions in StackOverFlow
not answered quickly
Rather small community

Size and PopularityLess popular and hence small
ecosystem
Active community, providing
more plugins Rate of activity
Contributors develop
framework rapidly
Can be up and running in
minutes

Ease of getting started

LEARNABILITY

Easy to go from idea to
implementation
Difficult to understand for ppl
with less technical knowledge Prerequisites
Requires skill to understand
the software
Need time to leverage software
its fullest capability Time to Master
Need to learn lot to use
advanced features
unintuitive, design causes
distraction Intuitiveness

USABILITY

Clear and friendly UI
Better visual features Appeal
Visually not appealing
Complex and outdated Freshness
Old and doesn’t follow trends
Impossible to find all features Navigation
Hard to navigate
Too much information Complexity
Unnecessary options
Doesn’t solve any new
problem

Innovation

FUNCTIONALITY

First of its kind
Suits the user needs Suitability
Efficient implementation

Functional EfficiencyBugs in the software
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Plenty services offered
Diverse FeaturesMissing many features

Many built-in functions
Minimal codingNeed to write boilerplate code

Integrates well with other tools
Integration

INTERACTION
WITH OTHER

COMPONENTS

Issues with integration
Works well on target platform

CompatibilityCompatible with other tools
Hard to migrate to other
environment

Portability

High loading time Speed and responsiveness

PERFORMANCE
Slow and unresponsive
Hangs and crashes Reliability
Loses data, unreliable
Heavy and memory hog Resource consuming
Unable to do much
customization Customization

FLEXIBILITYCustomize with minimal efforts
unopinionated Developer control
Imposes a strict structure
Complex pricing plan Pricing strategy

PRICE
Hidden charges
Better alternatives for similar
pricing

Competing alternatives

Table 5 - codes, sub categories and categories
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5 ANALYSIS

In this section, the obtained results are analyzed to systematically answer the research
question. The first section provides an overview of the answer and he second section
describes the details about how the results provide answers for the research question.

5.1 Answering the Research Question:
Research Question: What are the criteria that developers use in reasoning about the
acceptability of API products?

Analyzing the results obtained in table 5 in above section, the criteria can be extracted. The
categories in that table emerge as criteria and the sub categories emerge as sub criteria to
answer the research questions. These criteria and sub criteria are found to be used by
developers when making a decision about selection of an API product. The results i.e.
criteria, sub criteria along with the descriptions are mentioned in the below table.

CRITERIA SUB CRITERIA DESCRIPTION

DOCUMENTATION

UNDERSTANDABILITY
If the documents are
legible, unambiguous and
easy to understand

LEARNING RESOURCES
If there are effective
tutorials, walkthrough or if
source code is available.

FINDING ARTEFACTS
The ease through which
user could navigate and
find the help he needs.

COMPLETENESS If the information on topic
is detail and not
misleading.

LEARNABILITY

EASE OF GETTING
STARTED

The ease with which user
can work on system with
no training or help. How
easy it is to setup and
configure, and get the basic
app running.

PREREQUISITES
If the software demands
more knowledge (or
previous experience) to
leverage it to full extent.

TIME TO MASTER
If it takes more or less time
to learn the overall system
i.e. To move from basic to
advanced user of the
system.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
SUPPORT ONLINE

The amount of help
received on community
blogs or developer oriented
websites

SIZE AND POPULARITY The size of community and
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popularity of product

RATE OF ACTIVITY
How often does
community contribute and
hence active or inactive.

USABILITY

INTUITIVENESS

The ability of interface to
help user carry the tasks
with no delays or
distraction caused by
design i.e., doesn’t slow
down the user in his/her
pursuit.

NAVIGATION

The ease with which the
user could navigate (or
explore) through the
software and find the
information that user is
looking for.

APPEAL The degree of
attractiveness and visually
stimulating

FRESHNESS If UI following latest
trends or still lurking in old
and outdated designs.

COMPLEXITY

The complexity due to
information overload or
taking many steps to
achieve a task or easiness
of UI (simple and
understandable.

FUNCTIONALITY

INNOVATINESS
Product offering innovative
features or first of a kind or
outstanding features.

SUITABILITY
If the products meet the
user needs/ or lacks any
features that user would
like to have.

FUNCTIONAL EFFICIENCY
Users liking specific
features and also impressed
with the hassle free
implementation. Presence
or absence of bugs in
software

DIVERSE FEATURES
Has many features built-in
or provides many services
that extend product
capabilities.

MINIMAL CODING

Availability of many built-
in functionalities that
substantially reduces the
coding effort, no need to
write boiler plate code or
reinvent the wheel.

CUSTOMIZABILITY The ability of product to
adapt according to the
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FLEXIBILITY

needs of user.

DEVELOPER CONTROL

The amount of freedom
developer possesses to use
the system i.e. if the
software imposes any
structure upon user.

INTEGRATION WITH
OTHER COMPONENTS

INTEGRATION
The feasibility of
interaction with other
components to collaborate
and work together. Support
for other tools.

COMPATIBILITY
If the product able to work
on the target platform(s) or
environment without
issues.

PORTABILITY The ease of migrating to
other environment.

PERFORMANCE

SPEED AND RESPONSIVE
If the software is slow or
fast when operating (ex:
page loads, lags)

RELIABILITY
If the s/w properly
responds to the user
activity or doesn’t respond
well due to hangs or
crashes.

RESOURCE CONSUMING
If the software is heavy,
bloated or if it’s
lightweight. Takes up
many resources.

PRICE

PRICING STRATEGY

If features are worth the
price i.e. cheap or
expensive, if pricing model
is easy (making charges
explicit and avoid hidden
tax). If provided Flexibility
in pricing plan.

COMPETITIVE
ALTERNATIVES

Presence of alternatives
that provide cheap and
better solutions.

Table 6 - Main findings of the study

From the graph below i.e. figure 5 it can be observed that Functionality was the most liked
criteria by the developers in high rated reviews i.e. Strata 3: 4-5 ratings. Usability was the
second most liked criteria in high rated reviews. Similarly in figure 6 it can be observed that
Usability was most disliked criteria in low rated reviews i.e. strata 1: 1-2 ratings. Next to
usability, functionality was mentioned as most disliked criteria in low rated reviews.
According to this analysis the order of importance among criteria cannot be drawn but it can
interpreted that Functionality and Usability criteria are relatively important and they could
have considerably more impact on developers’ liking towards API product.
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Figure 5 most liked Criteria in Reviews with High Ratings: Functionality

Figure 6 most disliked criteria in reviews with Low ratings: Usability

5.2 Detailed analysis of each criteria
This section provides the details of each criteria and their sub criteria with descriptions. The
reasoning of developers for liking and disliking each criteria in an API product are described.
Analyzing these developer reasoning, practices to follow for API product providers are
discussed. These suggestions are supported by the chain of evidence provided in each section
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i.e. true statements mentioned by developers. In this section user implies the user of API
products i.e. developers.

5.2.1 Criteria: Documentation

Documentation refers to the artefacts available around the product eco system, which help
user to get started with the product and resolve any problems faced.  Through
Documentation developers expect many things like help for setup or configuration, sample
examples, tutorials and also source code availability. The sub criteria that are important for
assessing the documentation criteria are Understandability of the artefacts, availability of
learning resources, detailed and complete documentation, and ease of finding artefacts.

Figure 7 – No. of times Documentation mentioned by reviewers across 1-5 ratings

Figure 8 – Percentage (%) of reviewers who liked and disliked Documentation across
1-5 ratings
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Figure 9 – Occurrence percentage of each sub criteria in documentation

Figure 4 shows that documentation criteria is mentioned most in reviews with 4-5 ratings.
From figure 5, it could be understood that reviews with high ratings have liked the
documentation and reviews with low rating have disliked the documentation. But the
difference between likes and dislikes is not much significant. It means that documentation
doesn’t tend to have much impact on the rating of the product. From Figure 6, we can
understand that Learning resources and Completeness sub criteria are most mentioned by the
developers when they refer to documentation.

Understandability: The documentation of the product should be easy to understand. It
should be readable and should not confuse the developer with ambiguity or misleading
information. Users also prefer the documentation to be interactive and not boring.  A simple
and easy to go through documentation should not make user turn to external help to
understand it.

”I also found the documentation extremely boring and old school and the books I found do
not seem interesting.”

“The help documentation is not very helpful so it is best to have someone teach users in
person.”

“Documentation is something that is really confusing to understand and contain misleading
information at times”

Learning Resources: The resources available to facilitate the learning of product. These
resources mentioned by users are official documentation and tutorials, walkthroughs, sample
code examples and also source code of the product. The quality and quantity of resources to
learn the product has affected the liking of the users.

“Although Django provides us quality examples, only has few examples,”

“Really good documentation and tutorials help a new developers to easy dive in and focus on
business logic and not on framework details”

“Whenever I don't understand how a method works in backbone I can read the source code
and easily understand and get back to work”
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Completeness: Completeness criteria refers to comprehensive information regarding any
help that users seek. It also refers to updating the documentation as the software evolves.
Users reported finding troubles with missing documentation in some aspects like setup and
configuration.

“- A more detailed documentation set on installation and configuration would be helpful”

“Documentation touches most topics, but it does not go into enough detail in almost all
cases and there are way too few examples. The OrientDB team really needs to put more
resources into documentation and code examples”

“not enough documents. I think Azure does not have enough documents describing the
architecture, the APIs etc.”

“Documentation for migrations and some of the more low level features of Django is
sometimes missing or misleading”

Finding Artefacts: The ease with which user could navigate around the documents to find
the needed artefact. If the documentation is unorganized it requires time and effort from user
to get around and find the required information. Users liked to have minimalistic
documentation that helps to find things with ease.

“The documentation follows this minimalist style and makes it really easy to figure out what
functions are available and simple examples on how to use them.”

“And if you don't need all the features it's hard to trim down the documentation to find your
way through it based on your needs”

“The amount of documentation, was both a boon and hindrance, you needed to read many
paths to get your head around the key question of where to start”

“For a while in version 2.x I had trouble figuring out what docs were relevant for the
version I was using.”

5.2.2 Criteria: Learnability

Learnability of a product is about the degree of difficulty developers face, to learn and
master the product. Steep learning curve is the most used term by users to express the
difficulty learning a product. Relatively linear learning curve to use the product has attracted
many users to like it. The various aspects that users mentioned to judge the learnability of
product are: the ease of getting started, required amount of prerequisite knowledge and time
taken to master the product.
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Figure 10 - No.of times Learnability mentioned by reviewers across 1-5 ratings

Figure 11 - % of reviewers who liked and disliked Learnability across 1-5
ratings

Figure 12 - Occurrence percentage of each sub criteria in learnability

Figure 7 shows that learnability is mentioned most by reviews of 4-5 ratings. From Figure 8,
we can see that there is significance between like and dislike percentage for high and low
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ratings. This implies that Learnability has high impact on how developers review API
products. From Figure 9, it is clear that ease of getting started is the most mentioned sub
criteria by developers.

Ease of getting started: This criterion refers to how easy it is to setup and get running with
the product. The starting steps in using the product i.e. setup or install, configure and make a
basic app running has massive impact on how users gauge learnability. A minimal learning
curve for the starting steps will make user comfortable and go beyond to use it.

“I like mostly the ease to start new project. It takes few minutes to create and upload a
project. You can see the sample page right away online.”

“The ability to get up and running in moments was a key element in choosing the service”

“Since the OpenStack product is pretty big now (more than four million lines of code), there
is a high learning curve in setting up Openstack services whether it is for development or for
production”

“how easy it is to get started with Django, while with other Frameworks I end up losing an
entire day just to configure everything,”

Prerequisite Knowledge: The amount of previous knowledge or experience that is
demanded to use the product. Need to learn many concepts or need for prior experience to
use the product has motivated users to dislike the product. Sometimes users expressed
comfort with learning prerequisites if they feel it’s beneficial in long run. But many users
have pointed out that need to learn many concepts to use the product as a major setback.

“and the best thing you could do is learn git from the ground up via bash or command line.
Then, start using GUI tools such as Sourcetree, GitHub for Windows, etc. It could be a little
slower at the beginning, but it pays off in the long run”

“. The other issue was shear sum of background knowledge required in order to be effective,
the disciplines range from Programmer, System Administrator, Network Specialist,”

“liked that it has drastically fewer prerequisites and barriers to entry compared to an
average web stack”

Time to master: This criterion refers to time and effort required to move from a basic level
user to advanced level user of the product. Some products may be easy to start with but
might have huge learning curve to learn the advanced functionality. The degree of difficulty
to master the overall product is also an important aspect in judging learnability.

“Steep learning curve. In order to being fully capable of using heroku's platform, one needs
to take quite a bit of time to learn its commands and entrails. It did take me a while to really
take the time to study it. I wish it was a little simpler so I could have enjoyed its great plugins
a lot earlier”

“You need to learn a lot to really use it, it's very simple in the first steps but you have a steep
learning curve for learning directives and digest cicle and other concepts”

“Big learning curve, especially when you want to learn about advanced operations”
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5.2.3 Criteria: Community Support

A product Community comprises of people contributing continuously for its development.
This contribution includes activities like contributing for new features development,
designing new packages or libraries, reaching out to users who seek help with the product
over internet. Users have associated more positively with the product if the size of
community is big and active. The sub criteria that characterizes the community support are:
support provided over internet, size and popularity and the rate of activity of the community.

Figure 13 - Occurrence percentage of each sub criteria in Community support

Figure 14 - No. of times "Community support" mentioned by reviewers across 1-
5 ratings
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Figure 15 - % of reviewers who liked and disliked "Community support" across 1-5
ratings

Figure 10 shows that rate of activity is mentioned most by developers when referring to
community support. From Figure 12, we can see that there is high significance between like
and dislike percentage for high and low ratings. This implies that Community support has
high impact on how developers review API products. From Figure 11, it is clear that in 4-5
rating range, community support is most mentioned by developers

Support online: This criterion refers to the support provided by the community over the
internet. There are many developer oriented websites that users seek to find help when they
are stuck. The most mentioned forum is StackOverFlow, where users approach with
questions expecting to find answers by community. Apart from that users also mentioned
about help offered in community user discussion forums and GitHub. The help offered at
these forums is key to assess the community support.

“If you run into a bug, don't hesitate to create an issue at GitHub. Most of the bugs are
solved in 1 to 3 days which is quite impressive for so massive product”

“The expansive community. While there are plenty of problems with it I can usually find a
workaround or an answer by looking on adobe forums, stack overflow, or random
programming websites.”

“There are quite a few Stack Overflow posts about it so the support and ability to get
questions answered is there”

“StackOverflow questions are not answered as fast as other web frameworks”

Size and Popularity: This criterion refers to size of user base and popularity of the product.
The general notion is that big user community can often provide more support and
contributions. This is believed true by the users and they have repetitively mentioned about
size of user base. Popularity of the product across industry is considered important. More
popular products will have diverse users contributing and making it better. So, popular
products will have a larger ecosystem of services available to users.
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“Recently Mercurial seems to be falling by the wayside in terms of support compared to git,
which has a very similar feature set. This is probably just due to the popularity of GitHub,
but the trend in external tools, editors and IDEs seems to be to support git first”

“The biggest sell for me to use Django was that it is open source and has a large community
that supports it”

“The community behind it is composed mostly by developers of the hundred cloud companies
that support and make use of the project. That means a huge base of users under several
vendor's cloud around the world, bringing some reliability to the project”

“GitHub is more popular so you see GitHub login in many developer oriented sites but not
with bitbucket. Also, most open source projects are hosted in GitHub so that is a bit of a
hassle”

Rate of activity: The rate of activity refers to activeness of community and rate of
contribution by the users to the product ecosystem. Active contribution of plug-ins or third
party components helps to extend the functionality of the product. Users chose to prefer
products that have large plug-in ecosystem, which is regularly updated with contributions
from community.

“Lastly, the IntelliJ community is very active. This means more plugins which allows direct
integration with third party software”

“Huge community and healthy ecosystem - Git community is very vibrant and the project has
a lot of support from the community which means that it's always improving and adding new
features”

“Because of the lack of community support there are not a lot of tools and libraries. Those
that do exist are usually not updated and require tweaking”

5.2.4 Criteria: Usability

Usability simply put is the degree of difficulty to use the product. This category has been
mentioned most by the users across all domains. It is obvious that users liked the product
more when it is easy to use. The different criteria users mentioned when they assessed the
ease of use of a product are: Intuitive design, ease of navigating around the product, Visual
appeal, Freshness of User interface and complexity of product.

Figure 16 - No. of times "usability" mentioned by reviewers across 1-5 ratings
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Figure 17 - % of reviewers liked and disliked "Usability" across ratings 1-5

Figure 18 - Occurrence of each sub criteria in Usability

Figure 13 shows that Usability is mentioned most by reviews of 4-5 ratings. From Figure 14,
we can see that there is significance between like and dislike percentage for high and low
ratings. This implies that Usability has high impact on how developers review API products.
From Figure 15, it is clear that Complexity and intuitiveness are the most mentioned sub
criteria by developers

Intuitiveness: The ability of interface to help user in performing operations with no delays
or distractions is referred as an intuitive interface design.  The word ‘Intuitive’ was
mentioned by users when they referred to user interface. An intelligent interface would not
make user to seek external help to use the product.
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“Very unintuitive to use, as a software developer I can figure out applications pretty easily
but there is no hope for JIRA”

“Microsoft TFS is NOT intuitive. When creating sprints it is difficult. It is also not intuitive
how to create user stories. The UI needs an update”

“Web user interface is a bit clunky. Its very polished interface, but in many cases it's style
over substance. When I'm debugging an issue I want to be able to drill down into the
problem fast, and the shiny interface can be sluggish and slow you down.”
“- the graphical interface is not very intuitive and you'll have to carefully read through the
available documentation in order to figure out how to start and create test plans”

Navigation: The ease with which user could navigate through the product and find the
needed information or functionality.

“Based on how hard it is to figure out how to hide sidebars, there are likely powerful
features that are nearly impossible to find.”

“Excellent navigation capability (click on a method use, go to its definition; find where a
method is used and the hierarchy of calls leading to it; etc.).”

“In particular, the ability to find a class or code artifact with a few keystrokes, to see
inheritance hierarchies, and refactor code naturally was quite a revelation”

“The navigation isn't super intuitive and it's not easy to find your way around”

Appeal: The degree of attractiveness of the user interface. The interface can attract users if it
is relatively more visually stimulating. Though the UI is intuitive it may not be attractive and
vice versa.

“The interface can be a bit clunky, on Arch linux at least, it's a bit... boxy. Plus the fonts
sometimes look ever so slightly off. I wish there was more ability to theme the main window,
maybe this will come one day, but for now it's a slightly offputting.”

“Add to this the fact that a further portion of the display is often obscured by a big intrusive
"SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO!" popup, and it makes for a frustrating experience”

“The near-realtime (less than a minute) charts, graphs, comparison tables and custom
queries on software activity is not only visually stunning but also easy to use”

“I am not overly blown away but the UI. It is boring and plain.”

Freshness: This criterion is mentioned by users to complain about the outdated and old
school user interface. It is important for interface to follow current trends in UI design and be
updated regularly.

“It looks like it was created decades ago. Someone with an eye for design needs to give Jira
some love”

“It's getting old and the UI doesn't take advantage of the latest trends”

“The whole systems looks like a legacy one, the UI is rather old resulting in an awful UX
with clunky processes and several steps to perform simple actions”
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“Filters and Folders structures are convoluted and archaic--ultimately these become catch-
all areas and become useless over time”

Complexity: The interface complexity can be due to information overload or providing too
many options that confuse users. It’s preferred the interface to be simple, minimal and serve
the required use.

“The interface is a mere juxtaposition of features, it is completely filled with buttons and
options you don't need all the time thus being extremely hard to find the ones you do want.”

“Too many options, buttons, etc., make it difficult to just get started out of the box. The UI
should be made a lot more minimalistic”

“As a test designer I mostly use the test part of the software. In this section I like the
business components part because HP keeps it pretty simple and no too load with
informations”

5.2.5 Criteria: Functionality

The criteria Functionality refers to core features, and their implementation. The basic
understanding is that developers look for features that can tick all their functional
requirements. This refers to suitability of the API product. While having the minimum
functionality, an API product has to offer more to attract the developer. The various aspects
of functionality mentioned by developers are presented as sub criteria: Innovativeness,
Suitability, Functional efficiency, Diverse Features and minimal coding.

Figure 19 - No. of times "Functionality" mentioned by reviewers across 1-5
ratings
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Figure 20 - % of reviewers who liked and disliked "Functionality" across 1-5 ratings

Figure 21 - occurrence percentage of sub criteria in functionality

Figure 16 shows that Functionality is mentioned most by reviews of 4-5 ratings and 1-2
ratings. From Figure 17, we can see that there is significance between like and dislike
percentage for high and low ratings. This implies that Functionality can have impact on how
developers review API products. From Figure 18, it is clear that Functional efficiency is the
most mentioned sub criteria by developers

Innovativeness: The capability of product to offer innovative solutions or outstanding
features that no alternative provides. To stand unique and attract developers the API product
need to solve a problem that no other current product could solve. Here solving a problem
also can mean better implementation of a feature than their competitors.

“It resolves a non-existent problem. Why would I use CouchDB and not MongoDB or
ElasticSearch? It's still not clear to me”
“NewRelic has a lot of parts to the service (Application monitoring, Mobile, Browser stats,
Insights, etc), but Insights is the one that I use every day--and it doesn't seem to have a
competitor”
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Suitability: The ability of the product to meet the user requirements. Developers liked that
the product is able to solve their current need. The lack of standard features to help meet
their needs has drawn dislikes from developers.

“SVN lacks some of the features I've come to expect after using Git, such as staging part of a
file and stashing local changes.”

“I have been using Bugzilla for last 4 years. It has all features I need. Email notification is a
great feature.”

Functional efficiency:  Efficiency refers to the accuracy of implementation of any specific
feature. Hassle free implementation of a feature is seen as a big positive and mentioned by
most of the developers. It is obvious that user disliked presence of bugs in software that
hindered smooth implementation.

“Unfortunately there were consistent bugs - most importantly emails that would be
consumed by Jira with no ticket or notification, causing tickets to go completely
unaddressed”

“It has robust reporting capabilities--far beyond what I found necessary for the scope of my
work. It's fairly easy to parameterize a test case, in order to perform data-driven testing.”

Diverse Features: The ability of the API product wide number of services and features has
attracted developers. It is important not to miss the minimum expected functionality for the
product.

“Additionally, given the wide expanse of their toolset, it is also extremely useful to have so
many different tools and options in one centralized system, from Push Notifications to Key
Management to Databases, there is no limit on how useful it can be.”

“Also, When it comes to advanced IDE features like refactoring, introspection, and
integration, Xcode is nowhere near its fellow friend Visual Studio”

“It has other uses, beyond the few that my immediate department uses, such as allowing a
tracking all changes made to a script or document and tracking the changes from cradle to
grave.”

Minimal coding: This criterion refers to the amount of code developer has to write when
using the product. Developers liked to have as many built-in functionality as possible to
reduce the development effort. And they disliked the product if it demanded them to write
more redundant code. It is crucial to make sure that the API product offers major built-in
features that could save substantial development effort of users.

“The main disadvantage of using Backbone is a big amount of boilerplate code required
comparing to other frameworks”

“The Django Rest Framework is a huge plus, and cuts the code required to build a powerful
API in half. I've built quite a few APIs using this framework and it alone is a good reason to
use Django”

“I like from Django is that you don't need to reinvent the wheel, Django ports a lot of useful
utilities”
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5.2.6 Criteria: Flexibility

The criterion flexibility refers to the degree of freedom developer possess on the API product
to use it for their customized needs. Providing freedom for developer has both positive and
negative aspects to it. Developers liked having the power to customize the software to their
tailored needs. At the same time, too much freedom to developers will put many options to
carry out a single task. Finding optimal way to do the task requires additional effort that
negates the reduced effort offered by using API product. These two aspects are discussed as
sub criteria to this section i.e. Customization and developer control.

Figure 22 - No. of times "Flexibility" mentioned by reviewers across 1-5 ratings

Figure 23 - % of likes and dislikes for "Flexibility" across 1-5 ratings
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Figure 24 - - occurrence percentage of sub criteria in flexibility

Figure 19 shows that Flexibility is mentioned most by reviews of 4-5 ratings. From Figure
20, we can see that there is significance difference between like and dislike percentage for
high and low ratings. This implies that Flexibility has high impact on how developers review
API products. From Figure 21, it is clear that Customizability is the most mentioned sub
criteria by developers

Customizability: The ability of software to cater to the customized needs of users.
Developers can use the API product for various uses and it is important that the product is
flexible to address their needs.

“The ability to customise the interface to best suit whatever task you're currently doing - if
you need a larger GIT panel, you can do that, if you want 2 code panels for whatever reason,
you can probably do that. It's very good at being flexible, in short”

“I don't like that it's not very customizable, Its alright since the interface is pretty clean, but I
think most users like to customize their works space to get to the data that they are most
interested in. JIRA does a much better job of this.”

Developer control: The freedom with which developer could operate with the software.
Imposing no particular structure on developer has been perceived as disadvantageous and
advantageous. While imposing no structure promotes customization of product, it could also
demand extra effort from developer sometimes. Providing too much freedom puts developer
in dilemma to choose the optimal use of product. In this case time and effort saved by using
the API product will be negated by time invested in researching the best way to use product.

“Backbone's minimalism is a double-edged sword. Looking through examples on the web
you'll sometimes run into 10 different ways of doing something. This sometimes makes it a
bit difficult to figure out if there are one or two best known practices or whether one will
take you down a path of headaches later on”

“Backbone.js doesn't force you to do things "their way," like many other popular
frameworks do. It allows the developer to abstract out extensible models and views from
data, while retaining the flexibility of a small framework.”

“The best thing is also sometimes the worst. Depending on the project you may need more
structure and some more robust guidelines on how to structure the project,”
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5.2.7 Criteria: Interaction with other components

This criteria refers to how developers perceive the importance of API product interaction
with tools are components. Developers liked when an API product could facilitate the
integration with other tools. The various sub criteria identified are: Compatibility, Integration
and portability.

Figure 25 - No. of times "Interaction with other components" mentioned, across
1-5 ratings

Figure 26 - % of likes and dislikes for "Interaction with other components"
across 1-5 ratings
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Figure 27 - - occurrence percentage of sub criteria in Interaction with other
components

Figure 22 shows that Interaction with components is mentioned most by reviews of 3.5-2.5
ratings. From Figure 23, we can see that there is difference between like and dislike
percentage for high and low ratings but not much significant. This implies that Interaction
with component plays part in on how developers review API products. From Figure 24, it is
clear that Integration is the most mentioned sub criteria by developers

Integration: The ability of software to provide flawless integration with other tools or
services. This integration will basically help to extend the functionality of API product.
Developers liked when API product could offer chance to integrate with the most relevant
tools in the context of that product.

“Integration between BZ and enterprise components is haphazard, often clunky, and often
plagued by confusing redundancies.”

“and the fact that they directly integrate with Visual Studio made development and
deployment a smooth and easy things.”

Compatibility: The ability of software to co-exist with another without effecting each
other’s functionality. Here, developers mainly looked if the API product could be run on
their targeted platform or environment. Also, developers liked it when the API product is
compatible across all major platforms.

“Helion Eucalyptus 's AWS compatibility is its biggest attraction for those dwindling use
cases where a private cloud might make sense”

“Depending on the system you are using, their website is extremely JavaScript heavy and
can cause hanging if you're using an outdated machine”

Portability: The ease with which the existing system could migrate to another environment.
The more effort taken to port to other environment has displeased developers.

“. But if you want to move an existing software to google app engine and if you have a
relational database, it was not straight forward to move to Google Big Tables”
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“Then I came across the MantisHub Offer and decided to migrate to get rid of the hassle of
maintaining my MantiBT Instance. The Migration went excellent and fast”

5.2.8 Criteria: Performance

Performance of the API product refers to the speed and responsiveness. How fast is the
system rendering results to developers when an operation is performed, is a metric to
describe performance. The sub criteria related to performance mentioned below are: Speed
and responsiveness, Reliability and Resource consumption.

Figure 28 - No. of times "performance" is mentioned, across 1-5 ratings

Figure 29 - % of likes and dislikes for "performance” across 1-5 ratings
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Figure 30 - - occurrence percentage of sub criteria in Performance

Figure 25 shows that Performance is mentioned most by reviews of 2.5-3.5 ratings. From
Figure 26, we can see that there is not significance between like and dislike percentage for
high and low ratings. This implies that performance may not play much bigger role on how
developers review API products. From Figure 27, it is clear that Speed and responsiveness is
the most mentioned sub criteria by developers

Speed and responsiveness: The speed with which system responds to user actions. Here
developers have mentioned metrics like response time, execution time for the operation they
performed. The lagging of system is seen as low performing API product.

“When posting a bug with a file attached, there is a lot of lag and no indication that the bug
is posting or the page is loading. I find myself clicking the button to submit the bug multiple
times because I am unsure if the request went through.”

“Online platform takes less time to load the screen and this is unique among the tools that
provide the same sort of needs.”

Reliability: The ability of software to provide relaible service with no major downtime.
Hanging and crashing of the API product are most mentioned words to describe negative
sentiments about stability or reliability of the system.

“HP Quality Center's performance is very bad. Sometimes it just hang and crash. QA would
have to wait when loading test plans or linking test cases to test labs.”

“Overall super reliable, never had down time like we have with smaller providers.”

Resource consuming: The amount of resources the software takes up to operate. Users liked
when a framework or API product is lightweight and operates consuming less system
resources like memory, RAM.

“That is, by the way, slow, bloated, and a memory hog”

“Allow to build project when you need it will avoid draining resources (CPU, Ram, Disk)”
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5.2.9 Criteria: Pricing

Pricing refers to the cost of the API product. The sample considered in this research covers
both open source software and close sourced software. Many developers highlighted that
they liked the product as its open source software and has very little or no cost associated.

“And the fact that it's free is a huge plus for smaller teams or tight budgets.”

The cost constraints for proprietary or close sourced software are also mentioned. These
aspects of Pricing are described by below two sub criteria: Pricing strategy, competing
alternatives.

Figure 31 - No. of times Pricing was mentioned, across 1-5

Figure 32 - - occurrence percentage of sub criteria in Pricing
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Figure 33 - % of likes and dislikes for Pricing, across 1-5

Figure 28 shows that Pricing is mentioned equally by reviews with 3.5 – 5 ratings. From
Figure 30, we can see that there is significance between like and dislike percentage for high
and low ratings. This implies that Pricing can impact how developers review API products.
From Figure 9, it is clear that pricing strategy is the most mentioned sub criteria by
developers

Pricing Strategy: The pricing strategy refers to the model of pricing established by API
providers. This could be subscription or any other models. Developers have highlighted
offering free trial period as one of the biggest positives for API product. Also not having
explicit pricing details i.e. taxing the user with hidden charges is off-putting for developers.

“Bitbucket's pricing is easier for small companies. For less than 5 users you get unlimited
free private and public report. Compare to github you really need to buy the smallest plan to
have private repo”

“The Pricing model is fair and simple to understand, no hidden fees.”

Competitive alternatives: This sub criteria refers to presence of alternatives that offer much
value at lesser cost. Developers often mentioned the value for money reason to stick with or
leave the API product. So, its important for API providers to check the pricing strategy of
their competitive products and align their strategy to make your product look as best returns
on investment.

“There are several softwares that beat Team Foundation Server and are either free or cost
way less”

“The product is also cost effective, the system is easy to admistrate and it will save you
money compared to some high power solutions”

Most of the criteria are mentioned in reviews with high ratings i.e. 4-5 ratings. This could be
due to the complete and comprehensiveness of the reviews available in that strata. Though
reviews in remaining strata are reasonable complete, they are not equal to the quality of high
rated reviews.
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6 DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

This content of this section discuss about the contribution made by this research, how does
the current study compare to the existing related work, implications of this study for
practitioners and threats to validity.

6.1 Contribution:
The major contribution of this study is exploring the selection criteria for API products from
the perspective of developer. An exhaustive list of selection criteria and sub criteria are
presented as part of findings of this study. Practitioners’ reasoning behind choosing a
specific API product over others, has been analyzed to arrive at the results. The reasoning of
developers contained positive and negative statements which affected their liking about the
API products. These statements were systematically analyzed to create list of criteria, will be
helpful for the providers of API products. They can crosscheck the findings of this study, to
improve the chance of acceptability of their API products. The current literature concern
interview studies of developers, thus allowing to understand what practitioners think when
being interviewed. My contribution is the study of what developers offer as written feedback
on API product marketplaces, thus allowing to understand what practitioners report when
giving feedback to API product vendors. As a key value, current study allows API product
vendors to judge the value of the feedback they obtain and, for kinds of feedbacks they
would never obtain, decide on compensating with interviews as a feedback elicitation
method.

6.2 Comparison with Literature:
As mentioned in related work section, majority of the literature that worked upon proposing
selection criteria or selection process have not done it empirically. It is observed that the
practices mentioned in literature are rarely followed in practice. To close this gap, few
studies have made strides in performing empirical analysis to gather the industrial practices
for API products selection. These are the closely related studies to this research. This section
explores how the findings of this research compares with the related work. As a whole,
current study adds more detail to the existing work.

In [22] Huseyin dagdeviran et.al investigated that factors that could help the COTS/OSS
providers to appropriately marketing their products to reach more practitioners. Observing
the API products marketplace, researchers proposed 5 factors that could influence the
selection process of developers. Functionality, Price, Environment, Support and
maintenance, Quality assurance. Based on these factors, their findings discuss how the
marketing strategies of API products could be improved.

The findings of current study include all the 5 factors that [22] proposed and also add more
to it. In this research a detail description of which criteria affect practitioners’ liking are also
provided. The reason for this study to cover all the mentioned factors and find new ones can
be attributed to the research approach followed in the two studies. In [22] research approach
has encouraged to gather the decisive factors based on observations of API marketplace and
then evaluating API products with their questionnaire to check the acceptability. In current
research, the reasoning of developers for acceptability are gathered. So, there is more chance
for finding more criteria. So, the current study has strengthened the evidence of [22] and also
extended it through finding new criteria.
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In [7], Madanmohan et.al studied about the selection practices of OSS from by interviewing
developers. The scope of their study is bigger that includes about how OSS evolve, how
developers locate OSS and what types Open source components are considered for reuse by
developers. To answer their last objective i.e. what type of OSS are considered for reuse,
they have identified 5 issues that are mentioned by developers. These five issues are Cost,
customization requirements, Component characteristics, Licensing and Support and
maintenance.
The commonalities in both studies are: cost is one of the criteria considered for usage of
OSS. Customization: OSS should be customizable to fit the user needs. It has to work on
different platforms and flawlessly integrate with other tools. Flexibility: OSS should be
flexible for developers to configure the key settings according to their requirement.
Community support: The support from community and the rate of their activity is a key
aspect for OSS adopters. Documentation: quality of documentation is mentioned but no
specifics of what developers expect is not mentioned. Security: [7] found that security is not
mentioned and unimportant for developers, which is in agreement with this study as security
criteria is not identified here too.

Both the studies differ in: Source code availability: While [7] claims that availability of
source code is not important when choosing OSS, the findings from my study claim
opposite. As this reviewer mentions source code availability could help to fix the problems.
“Whenever I don't understand how a method works in backbone I can read the source code
and easily understand and get back to work”. Also licensing is discussed in [7] but is not
found in the current study.

The reason for the current study unable to identify License could be that, developers who
posted reviews are providing information about their dislikes and likes about product but not
the initial criteria they adopted when searching for API product . The factor “License” comes
to play when developer is looking for an API product. When the developer decides upon
license factor then he goes on and uses the product. Then it may be possible that only likes
and dislikes of the product will be posted as review but not their license preferences or
complaints.

In [6], authors conducted interviews with developers to understand the selection of OTS
components i.e. COTS and OSS products. The main objective of the study is to understand
the process of selection and evaluation rather than to elicit the evaluation criteria of OTS
components. As their research progressed they have observed patterns in interviewers’
answers that emerged as common evaluation criteria. The findings of their research i.e.
criteria are mentioned in related work table 1. While most of their findings are also found in
current study, Licensing terms and previous experience with the product are not found in
current research. Previous experience with the product is a criteria for selecting the
component rather than choosing it from potential components. Apart from that the list was
extended in the current study with more criteria and their descriptions.

The reason for [6] not identifying all the criteria could be the followed research approach.
The objective of [6] was to understand the selection practices and not to find the reasoning
for acceptance of API products. In interviews, respondents are focused upon mentioning the
criteria they consider before evaluating the product. Because they are not asked about their
experiences with previous products to understand what went right and what went wrong.

In [23], Keil Mark et.al have performed survey to identify which factors matter most to
COTS adopters, and thereby educate COTS providers on what aspects to concentrate. The
factors are identified from literature and the opinions of selectors of COTS are gathered to
rank the relative importance of factors. Identified factors from literature are Functionality,
ease of use, vendor reputation, reliability, cost, ease of implementation, ease of
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customization. The findings of their study claim that functionality and reliability are
perceived as most important by COTS selectors. Also, they mention that vendor reputation
and ease of implementation are insignificant for COTS adopters. While the current study
agrees with all the criteria mentioned in the [23], there are additional criteria found in this
study. The importance level of criteria is not discussed in the current research.

Majority of the related works mentioned above concentrate upon the selection process. The
criteria discussed in those studies are used by developers to choose a set of potential API
products. Once the set of API products that pass the initial screening are obtained, they are
evaluated to select the best one. The current research fits in this phase. The criteria
considered by developers to choose an API product over its competitors, are identified in this
study. Some of these criteria may overlap with the selection criteria that developers consider
in the initial screening. Hence the findings of this study helps to understand developers’
reasoning for choosing an API product.

The table below shows the comparison of literature i.e. interview studies with the current
study i.e. analyzing the reviews of API products on marketplaces.

Studying API marketplace From interviews with developers

Documentation
Understandability 

Learning resources Source code availability
Finding artefacts ---
Completeness ---

Learnability
Ease of getting started 
Prerequisites ---
Time to master ---

Community support
Support online 

Size and popularity 

Rate of activity 

Usability

Intuitiveness 
Appeal ---
Navigation ---
Freshness ---
Complexity ---

Functionality

Innovation ---
Suitability 
Functional efficiency 
Diverse features ---
Minimal coding ---

Flexibility Customization 
Developer control ---

Interaction with other
components

Integration 
Compatibility 
Portability ---

Performance
Speed & responsive 
Reliability 
Resource consumption ---

Price Pricing strategy ---
Competing alternative 

--- License models
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Table 7 Comparison between current study and Literature

6.3 Implications to practitioners:
The findings of this study can help API product providers to realign their strategy and
improve their product to make it more appealing to developers. All the evaluation criteria
and sub criteria can form a base line criteria to design an efficient API product. The
reasoning for consideration of each criteria and sub criteria are explained in Analysis section.
This could help to understand developers’ perspective on various criteria. For example, to
make sure the community support is good, API providers need to ensure that developer
questions are answered in Stack Overflow and GitHub websites. Because developers
mentioned these sites as their go-to sites for any help needed. To make the API products
visible to developers, the selection criteria summarized in the related work will be helpful.
Following that criteria will make sure that developers could locate and consider your API
product as one of potential API products for their needs. Following the criteria identified in
this study can help to increase the chances of developer selecting your API product over
others. Also, it is important for API product providers to continuously monitor the review
websites like G2crowd [27]. Because of the huge number of reviews and amount of detail in
each review, it can be helpful to understand the developers’ perceptions about liking and
disliking API products.

6.4 Threats to Validity
Internal Validity:

Internal validity threat in the context of this research could be possible because of the
followed research approach. Reviews of API products are analyzed to extract the evaluation
criteria. It could be possible that anyone could post a review on public platform and it effects
the credibility of review data. To mitigate this threat, reviews of API product are chosen
from a review hosting website i.e. g2crowd which employ an exhaustive review mechanism
for ensuring authentic feedback. To post reviews on this website, reviewer should use
LinkedIn authentication. This helps the g2crowd team to track the reviewer and check the
authenticity of the review. Also they claimed to use algorithms that track if a review was
posted intentionally by the owners or competitors of the API product. This robust
mechanism helped to channel out the fake reviews on the website. To make sure the research
approach is feasible and applicable to collect appropriate results, a pilot study with a small
sample was carried out.

External Validity:

The threats that hinder the applicability of the findings to whole population could be the
sampling process. To counter the threat and ensure generalizability of results, stratified
random sampling was used. The reviews are divided according to low, medium and high
ratings. This helped to ensure that the reviews of API products are gathered from all rating
ranges. The data in each strata i.e. reviews, are elicited from eight different domains and also
included open source and proprietary software. In each strata, domain and API products are
chosen randomly. This approach ensured good coverage in sample to aptly represent the
population of API products.
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Construct Validity:

Threats to construct validity could be possible in this research in following cases: collecting
irrelevant information from the reviews, misinterpreting the user feedback. When collecting
the information from data (coding process), it is made sure to always check up with the
research objective. When faced with a doubt if the text in review is relevant or not, it is
checked if that piece of text answers the research questions. This made sure to channel out
the irrelevant data. Another big challenge faced is misinterpreting the review. To counter this
threat, API product details are understood before analyzing the review. This helped to
establish understanding about what aspects of the product is reviewer talking about. Also, the
reviews that are hard to understand are consulted with supervisor to gain further
understanding and validation. Totally ambiguous reviews are left away to avoid the results
dilution.
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7 CONCLUSION ANDFUTURE WORK

The main objective of this study is to understand the criteria that developers use when
making a decision about choosing an APIproduct. Many studies in literature have mentioned
that developers often follow an informal or ad-hoc procedures to select the API products. So,
it is important to understand the practice from the perspective of practitioners. In this study,
480 reviews of different API products chosen from random domains are analyzed. This
analysis lead to identification of 9 main criteria that developers consider for reasoning about
acceptability of API products. The criteria identified in this study are:

 Documentation
 Community support
 Learnability
 Functionality
 Usability
 Performance
 Flexibility
 Interaction with other components
 Price

These criteria are further dividedinto sub criteriaand explainedin analysis section of this
document. The explanation includes discussion about which aspects of the criteria
developers liked and disliked.This discussion can help API product providers to understand
the behavior of developers when choosing API product. Also, Bar graphs are plotted to
understand how ratings are influencedby these criteria. It is found that most of the criteria
have strong association to how users rate the API products. This strengthens the importance
of the criteria identified above. These criteria can help API providers to make better choices
while developing API products,to make them more appealingto developersthan their
competitors.

API providers could gain an immense understanding of developer behavior and practices by
regularly monitoring the API product reviews. Quality reviews provided by real users can be
found on G2crowd website. It is used in this research to elicit reviews from different API
products.This study could be validated by performing a similar research with different
review website and domains.Further work on this research can bemade by performing a
comparative study. The study should compare the reviews of API products on marketplace
with the interviews of developers who had experience using the API products. This can help
to validate or extend the criteria identified in this study.
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APPENDICES:

A sample of 25 reviews in each strata used in this study.

STRATA 1 – 1*,1.5*,2*
Domain: Software Testing
Review 1: Apache Jmeter; 1.5
What do you like best?
Easy to add slaves, GUI is easy for some testing engineers that lack of programming experiences.

Can use some other tools to record test scenario and export to script of jmeter.

What do you dislike?
xml is not a good script format, and hard to reuse or structured in a large project.

While in most of time we don't need GUI.

The report is not good to integrate with other tools.

In a Continuous Integration system, it is not always easy to have jmeter than other tools like locust.

Review 2: PractiTest; 1
7.1.1.1.1 What do you like best?

Web-based, so your test cases are not tied to a specific network.
7.1.1.1.2 What do you dislike?

Search feature returns are head-scratching--searching for specific test cases rarely return anything
useful. Filters and Folders structures are convoluted and archaic--ultimately these become catch-all
areas and become useless over time. Mass editing is severely handicapped by inability to fully edit
testcases. Adding testcases on the fly to testsets leads to another form of the filters and folders
structure which is even more severely handicapped because you have to know exactly where to find
the testcases you want to add. Does not allow users to tie in to Rally or other project management
systems besides Jira.

Review 3: PractiTest; 2
7.1.1.1.3 What do you like best?

I really liked the customer support at Practitest, guys were really responsive and while their API was
missing some features and after requesting it they were happy to develop them.
7.1.1.1.4 What do you dislike?

It was a relatively new product with less functionality nothing revolutionary to offer.

Review 4: TestLink; 2
7.1.1.1.5 What do you like best?

1) Test link is a very simple tool available for testing activities.

2) The user can always depend on test link to manage the test cases.

3) Testlink is an open source tool, and so, it can be availed free of cost.

4) Testlink offers customization of its certain features to match it as per the user requirements.

5) User can select the fields that should be displayed in the test specification report.
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6) Test link also provides an option to save the requirement documents within it.

7) User can also assign a requirement to an existing test suite.

8) Test link also provides an option to assign certain keywords to specific test suites or test cases,
thereby, making it visible to the users who searched with that keyword.

9) User can search for a test case using any of the below: test case id, version, title of the test case,
summary of the test case, steps and the expected results.

10) User can pre-define the environment details and the tag name that should be displayed with each...
7.1.1.1.6 What do you dislike?

1) Since we can not add bugs, a link between the bugs and test cases can not be established.

2) When we download the test cases from test link, it doesn't look in a good format.

3) Test link is not designed for bulk handling of test cases.

Review 5: Zephyr; 1
7.1.1.1.7 What do you like best?

I like the ability to schedule and assign test cases. I also like the ability to make issues in Jira complete
with the step-by-step process to recreate behaviour.

7.1.1.1.8 What do you dislike?

Some of the organization is non-intuitive and buggy. I also think that it could be more user-friendly,
perhaps with some pre-made templated test cases (titles giving hints on what to test and possible
priorities)

7.1.1.1.9 Recommendations to others considering the product
Start out with a sandbox environment for creating test cases. It's very frustrating to build detailed,
elegant test cases to find that they are impractical and too rigid to assign to other testers.

Review 6: TestComplete, 2
7.1.1.1.10 What do you like best?

Variety of languages you can implement your test

Ability to create very sophisticated framework

Win32 api support
7.1.1.1.11 What do you dislike?

Interface from past century, very difficult for new joiners

Review 7: qTest, 2
7.1.1.1.12 What do you like best?

It works okay with TFS 2012. Once installed it does seem to be mostly set it and forget it. As long as
you use Java 7. Support is pretty good.

7.1.1.1.13 What do you dislike?

It is very difficult to set up all the technologies. We can't update to TFS 2015 until they support it. A
real issue with our team. It should be able to use whatever Java or TFS version. It would be great if
they had an installer that installed all the underlying technology. Instead we had to setup redis,
elasticsearch and java before we could install qTest.
7.1.1.1.14 Recommendations to others considering the product

It is a pain to setup and as long as you use software published a few years ago, you shouldn't have a
problem.
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Review 8: qTest, 1
7.1.1.1.15 What do you like best?

GUI - user-friendly

Compartmentalization of different modules - systematic and organised

Functionalities such as export/import test cases, running test scripts

Support - prompt and helpful
7.1.1.1.16 What do you dislike?

1.Available functionalities need to be enhanced such as report builders.

2.Bring in more APIs and improve the current ones. (APIs connecting different modules).

3.Store and run test scripts from qTest.

4.Maintain versions of test cases in case of modifications(History does not provide much information)
- rollback facility.

5.Manual and Automation test cases need to be two different artifacts with different set of custom
fields and functions.

Review 9: Applause, 2
7.1.1.1.17 What do you like best?
Very great DSL for modeling Apps without further knolage on Coding Apps. Could be used to separe
Coding Apps in a developer team and Buisiness Users.
7.1.1.1.18 What do you dislike?

Applause is like a proof-of-concept. It is not a full app. For production use, you need to implement
most features of the DSL on your own.

Review 10: Sauce Labs, 1
7.1.1.1.19 What do you like best?

Their support was in-depth and quite knowledgeable. Hypothetically, they have great coverage of
different browsers and operating systems ... if you can get your tests to run.

7.1.1.1.20 What do you dislike?

We were never able to get our parallel, multi-browser Selenium test suite to run and pass after weeks.
I had been warned that Sauce Labs could be hit or miss by multiple people who had used it for a few
years, and they were correct. In the end, our support contact concluded they had some additional work
to do on their side to be able to accommodate us (even though we were using all off-the-shelf gems
and frameworks).

7.1.1.1.21 Recommendations to others considering the product

Sauce Labs is definitely worth a try -- it may just work with your existing Selenium suites. if you have
a spare week to work with their support, they might get it to work consistently for you. Their support
was great, despite their service's inability to run our suites consistently.

Review 11: HP Quality centre, 2
7.1.1.1.22 What do you like best?

HP ALM or HP Quality Center is a solid bug tracking software which has been around for a while.
There are plenty of tutorials and help resources online when you need help.
7.1.1.1.23 What do you dislike?

- It doesn't have Kanban agile board. HP Quality Center works more like a water fall model.

- The user interface is not very user friendly. It requires many steps to file defect. The work flows is
very bad.
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- If you write test plans or create defects then it gets timeout, all of yours works will be gone. We had
to re-do the works many time because HP Quality Center sometimes doesn't save our works when it
gets timeout.

- HP Quality Center's performance is very bad. Sometimes it just hang and crash. QA would have to
wait when loading test plans or linking test cases to test labs.

- HP Quality Center's license is very...very expensive.
7.1.1.1.24 Recommendations to others considering the product

Support is very good. The forum is very active in case you need help. However, there are lot of better
and cheaper bug tracking tools on the market.

Review 12: HP Quality centre, 1.5
7.1.1.1.25 What do you like best?

The HP Quality lends itself well to users of computers of the HP brand.
7.1.1.1.26 What do you dislike?

The quality center's usefulness is dependent primarily on the system itself, whether a computer or a
laptop. Often, the price of the computer will tell you how much the quality center will approve or
disapprove of the laptop/computer's functionality

Domain: BUG TRACKING S/W;
Review 21: JIRA, 1.5
7.1.1.1.27 What do you like best?

It is easy to create and track tasks and gives good visibility of what everyone is working on. When we
plan our sprints it's nice to see the estimated time totaled for each person. It helps us shift tasks around
to make sure everyone's workload is manageable.

7.1.1.1.28 What do you dislike?

Jira has almost too many features.. it takes a while to get started and figure out how to use it. It's
possible we don't have it configured properly to match our development process so this may be a
human error sort of thing but an intuitive tool shouldn't take an expert to set up and figure out. It is
very focused on agile development, which is great for development teams but for our company we
have to use a different project management software for the other teams (marketing, sales etc...). I
haven't found a suitable integration into our other tool which makes it a bit hard to jump between the
two.

7.1.1.1.29 Recommendations to others considering the product

Jira is a very robust tool and has lots of features and integrations, however, it's not very easy to set up
and requires someone with expertise to get the team up and running

Review 22: JIRA,  2
7.1.1.1.30 What do you like best?

It is a very good documentation tool for issues tracking and project management. Users can go down
to every detail such as the editing history, votes, multiple status, anything you can think of. The
ownership and the role and responsibility of a task is very clear. Also, the ticking system is great,
which will notify assignees through email.

7.1.1.1.31 What do you dislike?

Too much information. Sometimes it is a bit overwhelming when being ticketed by the product
manager. A bug ticket will have a reporter and watchers potentially get notified when you put any
comments - even changing the typo of the comments. You will see red priority indicators and a
blocker sign with "unresolved" tag plus the red bars - of course an unresolved bug is a blocker and is
the priority to fix by the dev team. Even worse, you see all your faces appear next to the bugs. (Okay,
bugs are always developers' faults.)

Review 23: JIRA, 2
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7.1.1.1.32 What do you like best?

The feature my team likes best is the ability to attach a pull request to a ticket. That's the main reason
we use it. This is obviously most valuable to the project manager and developers, but it's nice to be
able to follow along with the team so I can make sure my styling changes are implemented.
7.1.1.1.33 What do you dislike?

Unfortunately, there is a bit of a learning curve when using Jira. As a designer, I definitely prefer
other project management tools because the UX is confusing and it seems like an overload of
information. Jira isn't very intuitive and doesn't really offer any tooltips to help learn how to use it.
Because of this, we have to Google how to do many things. It really takes some getting used to if
you're more of a visual person than a technical person.
7.1.1.1.34 Recommendations to others considering the product

Don't get frustrated and give up if you're used to something similar like Trello. Once you get the hang
of it, it's pretty easy to use. You just have to get past that learning curve.

Review 24: JIRA, 1.5
7.1.1.1.35 What do you like best?

I like the workflow status options and the backlog. The commenting and email alert features are
helpful, as is the ability to add screenshots, priority, and drag and drop task ordering.

7.1.1.1.36 What do you dislike?

For someone who isn't a technical PM, I find that the sprints can be confusing and difficult to manage.
The help documentation is not very helpful so it is best to have someone teach users in person.

Review 25: JIRA, 1
7.1.1.1.37 What do you like best?

There is nothing positive to be said about JIRA, except maybe that it was a starting point.
7.1.1.1.38 What do you dislike?

JIRA is a mess. It's barely searchable, it's not user friendly on the entry end, and the interface is
outdated and ugly

Review 26: JIRA, 1.5
7.1.1.1.39 What do you like best?

-It is relatively fast and light-weight on the front-end, and the learning curve as a regular user is very
tolerable.

-Handles attachments of all kinds very easily.

-Flexible and reorganizable on the fly.
7.1.1.1.40 What do you dislike?

All too many things:

-Very hard to control project spaces and team areas as a project admin

-Overly difficult to on-board team members

-Overly stringent security criteria that you have no control over

-Very poor product support from Atlassian

-Poor text editing option and no hypertext allowed

Review 27: JIRA, 1.5
7.1.1.1.41 What do you like best?

I like how an issue has a change log so you can see everything that has changed. I like how you can
make multiple updates to an issue, such as who is assigned in one action.
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7.1.1.1.42 What do you dislike?

There are way too many fields and features. The navigation isn't super intuitive and it's not easy to
find your way around. It seems fairly slow and doesn't feel that responsive. Emails could be much
better.
7.1.1.1.43 Recommendations to others considering the product

Fairly steep learning curve and cluttered interface, but it gets the job done.

Review 28: JIRA, 2
7.1.1.1.44 What do you like best?

I loved the idea of it - automatic tickets created via email, conveniently track the process of resolving
tickets, and the best part was the customer satisfaction tracking.
7.1.1.1.45 What do you dislike?

Unfortunately there were consistent bugs - most importantly emails that would be consumed by Jira
with no ticket or notification, causing tickets to go completely unaddressed. After several attempts to
resolve via the settings, we had to revert to managing tickets via email. May try again in time.

Review 29: JIRA, 1
7.1.1.1.46 What do you like best?

It has decent pricing for basically any team size. There is a lot of customization in terms of theming.
7.1.1.1.47 What do you dislike?

Very unintuitive to use, as a software developer I can figure out applications pretty easily but there is
no hope for JIRA. Page loads are kinda slow but bearable.

Review 30: JIRA, 1
7.1.1.1.48 What do you like best?

Highly customizable bug tracking system.
7.1.1.1.49 What do you dislike?

Not intuitive and difficult to configure. There are a lot of unnecessary configuration details like title of
some entity. Why there is a special button for that while there is another button to edit all properties of
the entity??

Review 31: JIRA, 1.5
7.1.1.1.50 What do you like best?

The functionality is nice. Meaning the dev teams like it and it works well for them.
7.1.1.1.51 What do you dislike?

Stability. The system crashes every once in a while and we have to restart it.

Review 32: JIRA, 1
7.1.1.1.52 What do you like best?

It seems to work most of the time, despite the fact that it looks like it is from 1997
7.1.1.1.53 What do you dislike?

It looks like it was created decades ago. Someone with an eye for design needs to give Jira some love

Review 33: JIRA, 2
7.1.1.1.54 What do you like best?

It seems to be easy for our engineering team to use - they have succeeded with Jira.
7.1.1.1.55 What do you dislike?

Difficult for any other team to use. Salesforce integration is not built out very well, making it difficult
to use.
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Review 34: JIRA, 2
7.1.1.1.56 What do you like best?

easy to use and able to quickly bring data into
7.1.1.1.57 What do you dislike?

We are tracking in the past our time so it does not work well fo rhti

Review 35: JIRA, 1.5
7.1.1.1.58 What do you like best?

We use JIRA mostly for bugs and requests to our in house development and QA teams. For this
purpose it works great.
7.1.1.1.59 What do you dislike?

Several departments have tried using it more as a task management solution and it just doesn't hold
up. Solutions like AtTask offer a much better enterprise level project management.

STRATA 2 – Ratings 2.5, 3, 3.5
Domain: PAAS (Platform as a service)

Review 41: Microsoft Azure, 2.5
7.1.1.1.60 What do you like best?

Provisioning of Virtual Machine deployment

Configuring and maintaining the endpoints

Ability to create load balancing sets

Dynamically allocating resources like memory and dashboard for monitoring the health.

Creation of Content Delivery network
7.1.1.1.61 What do you dislike?

Configuring endpoints and Storage blob, etc. is little difficult, I feel that MSFT should have made the
screens similar to enterprise products that we have like the Microsoft Management Console where
ever possible.

Hosting websites and providing a certificate for SSL

Microsoft should provide a way to create domain name and integrate with domain name providers.

The web site should be more user friendly as we all come from Mictosoft backround and want to see a
web version of management control where ever applicable so that the learning curve is very small
when dealing with azure

Review 42: Microsoft azure, 3
7.1.1.1.62 What do you like best?

I just love the amount of different services integrated on the same cloud and the fact that we can
combine them to build a custom system fit to my needs.

7.1.1.1.63 What do you dislike?
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It's very complex and very error prone. The Debugging is not easy and some edge features are not
always easy to troubleshoot.

7.1.1.1.64 Recommendations to others considering the product

It's a very steep learning curve, but It really pays off as soon as we get the grip of it.

Review 43: Microsoft azure, 3
7.1.1.1.65 What do you like best?

1.Cloud apps are the same as the on-premises apps.

2.Capability for developers and users to easily create, maintain and deploy applications..

3.Many different infrastructures and service modules: big data, backup and recover, web, mobile,
development and testing, media, storage, identity and access management
7.1.1.1.66 What do you dislike?

1.Expensive.

2.Data restrictions for a certain country.

3.Customer support is not so good.

Review 44: Microsoft azure, 3.5
7.1.1.1.67 What do you like best?

nice user interface, $150 free trail every month, fast virtual machines from lots of locations

In addition, I can bring down the virtual machines when I did not use them which will save me time
and money.
7.1.1.1.68 What do you dislike?

1. azure did not support ICMP ping from outside, this limits some of the feature.(for example, when I
want to keep checking if this server is alive, I need to do a TCP ping)

2. not enough documents. I think Azure does not have enough documents describing the architecture,
the APIs etc. I thinks it is not developer friendly.

Review 45: Microsoft azure, 3.5
7.1.1.1.69 What do you like best?

They have a pretty nice look and feel to their UI and it seems alot easier to navigate than AWS. The
service offerings are more straightforward and seem like they are geared towards enterprises rather
than small development shops.

Overall, they provide a good IAAS product and also are leveraging their SQL Server and other
products in Azure as well...so it's a nice solution all-in-all. I also feel like they don't have a ton of
extraneous services like AWS does, so they are filtering a bit of the noise out. Another good thing.
7.1.1.1.70 What do you dislike?

In all my research, they have typically been the most expensive provider to deal with. I feel like they
have an advantage against AWS that they don't exploit because they are a more familiar name. That's
really the one complaint I have is their price point. They should be in the same price range as AWS.

I also would like if they had a free tier as well. Something AWS offers that they don't. They have a
free trial, but it's only for a short time. I'd like to see the free tier for a year deal.

APIs-- AWS does a slightly better job of linking up with Cloud management software from Cisco +
VMware. Azure is behind in this aspect. They need to catch up here and can compete with AWS here
too.

Review 46: Microsoft azure, 3.5
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7.1.1.1.71 What do you like best?

There is a ton of in ovation and buzz around how people are using Azure now in the industry. I also
like how Azure supports both relational and NoSQL databases, and Big Data, through WZT and
HDInsight.
7.1.1.1.72 What do you dislike?

There is a lack of various instance types or families to choose from. There aren't a ton of subscription
options available too. Give users a free tier option as well so they can test drive their stack. The part
that really turned me away was the lack of support for auto scaling and load balancing.

Review 47: Amazon EC2, 2.5
7.1.1.1.73 What do you like best?

It's an industry standard. A lot of compagnies use it. You always have ressources available. The
amazon ecosystem is big and you can get a single invoice for it. A lot of cloud service run on EC2 and
they are located in the same datacenter as you.

7.1.1.1.74 What do you dislike?

Not reliable, if you spawn 100 hosts you always got one not working. All your architectures need to
be made to be duplicate and failure proof even when you are at the start of the project. Sometimes a
whole datacenter is unavailable. The support is not great and in case of accident slow to announce
what happen.

Amazon has is own vocabulary. You need to learn it.

An EC2 server is really really slower and more expensive than a baremetal server. If you don't need

Review 48: Amazon EC2, 2.5
7.1.1.1.75 What do you like best?

It definitely has a lot of good uses, I just think with such a competitive market there are better
alternatives.
7.1.1.1.76 What do you dislike?

The whole setup process can be very challenging for a beginner.

Review 49: Amazon EC2: 3.5
7.1.1.1.77 What do you like best?

The cheap pricing structure, and ease of use - You're able to quickly setup a group of servers and
storage in seconds, control them, scale them and handle proper keys, all within the same interface.
When you're getting millions of pageviews, and only paying tens of dollars for it, i'd say that's entirely
worth it. Additionally, given the wide expanse of their toolset, it is also extremely useful to have so
many different tools and options in one centralized system, from Push Notifications to Key
Management to Databases, there is no limit on how useful it can be.
7.1.1.1.78 What do you dislike?

The AWS API is very complex, requiring very specified tools in order to make any headway with it.
Additionally, while inherently secure, AWS's IAM system for user protocols and user control is, while
extremely secure for a professional who understands how to configure it, extremely complex and
highly specific, taking a significant amount of time to secure if you have multiple users. Additionally,
there can be some issues with initial server configuration, requiring specific configuration to
overcome.

Review 50: Amazon EC2: 3.5
7.1.1.1.79 What do you like best?

EC2 is the same as any Linux server, you won't notice the difference. It runs Centos, Ubuntu or
Amazon linux and all work great and are available for use almost instantly.

There is a great simple web ui for management of all your features and regular Linux tools via SSH.
This is easy install like it was on your desktop.
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7.1.1.1.80 What do you dislike?

EC2 is not the cheapest solution and once you need a ton of servers, the price and time to get them can
go up if you don't plan out what you need in advance.

Review 51: Amazon EC2: 3.5
7.1.1.1.81 What do you like best?

Its a powerful and flexibly cloud service at the fingertips of developers which allows resources to be
available in minutes when required.

7.1.1.1.82 What do you dislike?

AWS is expensive and less performant than rival services. It would be near perfect if the performance
matched the price or the price matched the performance.

Review 52: GoogleAppEngine, 2.5
7.1.1.1.83 What do you like best?

Seamless integration with the google cloud. For simple programs, it was quite easy to create a
database and integrate it with the application. Another thing that impressed me was the increase in
performance and the scaling. If you have little knowledge about Platform Of Service and how google
bigtables work, we can optimize the application to utilize the full power of google architecture

7.1.1.1.84 What do you dislike?
I understand that since the database are cached, its hard to do join operations and delete operations.
The new way of thinking is interesting and quite powerful. But if you want to move an existing
software to google app engine and if you have a relational database, it was not straight forward to
move to Google Big Tables.

Review 53: googleappengine, 2.5
7.1.1.1.85 What do you like best?

GAE works for all cloud applications esp the ones that are data-led. It gives you a sense of peace
knowing that GAE will sale up or down based on demand. Applications don't crash. I don't want to
worry about load balancers and redundancy - GAE will handle everything and I pay for the resources I
use.

Also love that I can run python and Cassandra without any issue.
7.1.1.1.86 What do you dislike?

Setting up billing is a little not straight forward - there is no 1 master account.. It does not seem to
save billing information to your account so you can re-use the same information across different
projects. Each project requires you to re-enter all your billing information.

7.1.1.1.87 Recommendations to others considering the product

Offer better support

Offer better pricing admin tool - 1 master account

Review 54: googleappengine: 3
7.1.1.1.88 What do you like best?

I having to spend hours managing hardware or having to manage OS updates.
7.1.1.1.89 What do you dislike?

Feel somewhat limited with languages available. In the python library adding third party modules
could be easier. The lack of a good workflow on how to handle secure credentials inside of app engine
is the biggest show stopper for production use.

Review 55: googleappengine: 2.5
7.1.1.1.90 What do you like best?

Following are the Pros:
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1. Ease of Deployment

2. Ease of Management and Administration

3. Ease of Monitoring

4. Scalability Out of The Box

5. 95% uptime

6. Decent Documentation and support
7.1.1.1.91 What do you dislike?

1. Vendor Locking

2. Lesser support for the full stack JavaEE

3. No external tooling support

4. fewer ways of ETL integration

5. sparse eco-system of projects requires custom development for most of the components as per every
need mostly for which other platforms have much richer support

Review 56: googleappengine, 2.5
7.1.1.1.92 What do you like best?

The ability to use Java and Python out of the box.
7.1.1.1.93 What do you dislike?

I disliked the sandboxed versions of Java that preventing me from using the full language or libraries I
had long utilized.

Review 57: googleappengine, 3.5
7.1.1.1.94 What do you like best?

GAE's Google-powered data storage is powerful, fast, and allows developers to quickly get started
with persistence for their applications. Most importantly, its quirks and constraints are well-
documented.

Furthermore, GAE provides a fairly streamlined way to develop and deploy your application. Best
practices are defined so that you can have accurate expectations as to how your app will behave and
perform, for example asynchronous scheduled tasks.

7.1.1.1.95 What do you dislike?

Some types of basic mechanisms that developers may be accustomed to using are not available in
GAE. Most significant of these is perhaps the inability to write to a file system. While the datastore
deals with most persistence needs, not having the option to dump things in files may mean that once-
common tasks have to be rethought.

Review 58: googleappengine, 3.5
7.1.1.1.96 What do you like best?

I like mostly the ease to start new project. It takes few minutes to create and upload a project. You can
see the sample page right away online. The other thing I love is the free quota you have, so some
projects that doesn't have traffic can stay online and you don't need to pay for it.
7.1.1.1.97 What do you dislike?

I don't like the limitations the platform has. You can't create Threads for example. The problem is that
once you start using their custom implementation of storage, Tasks (instead of Threads) etc. You are
stuck with the platform and the migration will be difficult.
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Review 59: googleappengine, 3.5
7.1.1.1.98 What do you like best?

The good things about Google App Engine are

1) Unified dashboard for logs and queries

2) Comes with a persistence layer

3) Plays good with Java (has some restrictions)
7.1.1.1.99 What do you dislike?

The thing I dislike is that I frequently deploy my apps to tomcat server and GAE forces me to use its
structure so the code is not 100% reusable which is a sad thing.

I also noticed that there is significant latency (at least in the free tier).

Review 60: googleappengine, 3.5
7.1.1.1.100 What do you like best?

Auto scaling

Stability

Easiness of Deployment

Auxiliary services especially queues
7.1.1.1.101 What do you dislike?

Datastore management

Datastore queries

Private APIs (vendor lock in)

Not possible to run popular frameworks

Domain: IAAS (Infrastructure as a service)
Review 61: Digital ocean, 3
7.1.1.1.102 What do you like best?

Ease and speed to for configuring new servers based on commonly used applications. Also, very
inexpensive compared the performance the support is very good.
7.1.1.1.103 What do you dislike?

Need to have access to cheap storage at volume. To be able to use one of the "roll your own cloud
services" would be awesome, but the storage options are too limited and pricey if you need a lot of
space. Also, had serious issues trying to use DO for WordPress. At times, the website would go down
and was not able to determine why. We move the application to a competitor and it works fine (shared
hosting), so it's not the site.

Review 62: Digital ocean, 3
7.1.1.1.104 What do you like best?

I love the easy setup of droplets and the simple application installer. I use ghost to run a blog, and
their installer makes it much quicker for me to start my app.
7.1.1.1.105 What do you dislike?

Their pricing is good but not the cheapest... For example, Vultr offers 800mb (around that) ram for the
same price digital ocean offers 512 mb.

Review 63: digital ocean, 3
7.1.1.1.106 What do you like best?
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1. Amazing price/performance ratio. In comparison to EC2, the same "size" instance gets much better
real world performance.

2. KISS (ease of use / ease of setup) - DigitalOcean has done a great job in minimizing the hassle
between logging into the web portal and ssh'ing into a new VM.

3. API - Very simple and easy to use API. We have fully automated each step required to get a
production server ready via the API and some CM tools.

4. Support - Usually very good turn around time on tickets.
7.1.1.1.107 What do you dislike?

1. No variable sized disks - we ended up having to move our database back to EC2 because it was
getting too expensive to have large enough disks.

2. Downtime!!! Be prepared for whole regions to go down for up to an hour at a time. In the course of
~1 year, we have experienced hours of downtime. Remember to consider this when designing your
architecture to be fault tolerant.

3. Web interface is clunky - not the end of the world as we mostly only use the api, but it can be a bit
of a pain when you are managing hundreds of droplets.

Review 64: Digital ocean, 2.5
7.1.1.1.108 What do you like best?

it can create a droplet, etc a virtual machine very easily.It's very convenient to pay the fee.
7.1.1.1.109 What do you dislike?

You can't get your money back when you decide to stop, and the internet speed is not quite stable
from asisa, sometimes it's pretty slow.

Review 65: Digital ocean, 2.5
7.1.1.1.110 What do you like best?
The fast provision time. Management interface.

7.1.1.1.111 What do you dislike?
That IPv6 support came late for the region that I had my servers in. The taking snapshots require
shutting down the machine.

Review 66: Digital ocean, 2.5
7.1.1.1.112 What do you like best?

The opportunity to collaborate on world issues that are related to a fragile and vital resource
7.1.1.1.113 What do you dislike?

The inter connectivity between tabs and the vagueness of the intention of the project. Sometimes it is
hard to know how and when to collaborate and what the overall usefulness is with all the other
platforms out there.

STRATA 3 - Ratings 4, 4.5, 5
Product: Cassandra
Review 1: 4.5*
What do you like best?
HBbase or MongoDB, Cassandra are like 3 major players in NoSQL world! The best part is
Cassandra is not single point failure. Cassandra is better with adhoc queries. Cassandra belongs to
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availability and partition tolerance in CAP theorem. So it depends on the use case to choose between
AP - Cassandra and CP - HBase. It can be scaled easily.

Also it requires minimum administration maintainance. Development effort also minimized with its
CQL, which is kind of SQL.

What do you dislike?
Cassandra does not go well with secondary indexes. As other NOSQL databases it cannot support
much transactional data. The CQL may gets difficult where it does not work like SQL. Querying
options for retrieving data are very limited. Aggregations, Sorting operations cannot be done!

Review 2: 5*
7.1.1.1.114 What do you like best?

It's really easy to setup and is more light weight compared to HBase Apache distribution. Even though
the Cloudera distribution of HBase is also easy to install, it is heavier on resources. Cassandra is a
system which is highly available since it does not have a central node assigning tasks to everyone.
Unlike HBase, it's more query friendly and can be queried using a SQL like language called CQL
(where C stands for Cassandra).
7.1.1.1.115 What do you dislike?

While all the constraints related to NoSQL databases would apply to Cassandra as well, it feels more
like a RDBMS. Therefore, if the table design is not proper, it might cause performance issues.

Review 3: 4*
7.1.1.1.116 What do you like best?

Cassandra runs in a single daemon; there is no complex set of configuration, locking, and other
services to get it running. The support for using x.509 certificates and TLS for cluster communication
is cloud-friendly (because it doesn't require constant firewall or network segmentation updates). It has
a true multi-master design with no nodes having special roles.
7.1.1.1.117 What do you dislike?

Working with eventual consistency (the primary way developers should use Cassandra) is difficult.
We've seen bugs from code where the developer assumed they would be able to immediately read data
they've written. It's also tough to plan system resources for distributed, multi-master systems because
workload concentrates when a node fails, which can create a cascading failure. The lack of referential
integrity makes Cassandra a tough fit for things like customer profile data. We have also had issues
performing rolling major-version upgrades, but it's been a while since our last one.

Product: MongoDB
Review 4: 5*
7.1.1.1.118 What do you like best?

It works on Mac OS, Windows, and Linux. It is pretty easy to install and run the server with the
console or terminal. About MongoDB and NoSQL, it is a big and tested platform with a big
community of developers, I love the scalability of each document and the schema design concepts that
I learned in MongoDB University. All the documents are JSON, If you're familiar with JavaScript
language it will be easy to adapt to MongoDB. It is a robust platform, it provides you with replicas set
and shared databases so you can scale your app fast and nice. I have MongoDB installed in my Linux
Kubuntu 15.10 Laptop and my Windows 10 PC, I have used it with MEAN Stack in an angular.js
course I took in Pluralsight, with Spark Java Framework I developed the simple blog system that you
do in the MongoDB University Courses, and Meteor.js platform and a Coursera Web Design
Specialization I am taking right now where we use Meteor.js to create collaborative reactive apps, we
develop a voting web apps...
7.1.1.1.119 What do you dislike?

Well it is not I dislike, it is more a take care when you as a Linux user were installing MongoDB, it is
good that you learn first how to use your terminal, all the commands you need to create folders and
give permission when you need it, I am saying this because you may have problems starting, because
you need to open two consoles or terminals, and in one you need to write and enter mongod to start
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the server and in the other mongo to start the MongoDB shell, then when you finish you need to stop
first the mongo shell and after the server.

Review 5: 5*
7.1.1.1.120 What do you like best?

schemaless database, document database, fantastic to scale out. great management of replica set and
sharding...i love it. Nested document and index creation, it's fantastic the power of this database. It's
great that you can evolve your database simply adding tags/values/elements in your newest json
records; don't worry about tables structure and so on.

Please consider that there's alsa a mongodb university, with free online courses for developers (.net,
python) and dba. what else?

7.1.1.1.121 What do you dislike?

nothing, at the moment. really, I'm using it from four months and i've never had a problem with it.
Only i'm having some trouble managing a lot of windows shell, but, hey we're dba, not interface
designer, right?

Review 6: 4.5*
7.1.1.1.122 What do you like best?

- Ease of use

- Easy to become productive

- Easy indexing

- Easy to install

- Query language

- Easy to scale

- I was able to implement a polyglot solution combining MongoDB and Neo4j, a graphdb. The
architecture has not fundamentally changed since (Aug 2013) and we now serve over 1 million users a
month. And we have a lot spare room to grow with, with no major db changes. Our solution has scaled
period, could not have done it with a relational db.

7.1.1.1.123 What do you dislike?

- Initial write issues in early version

- Concurrency limitations

Review 7: 4*
7.1.1.1.124 What do you like best?

It's very easy to start with. The console commands are javascript based and a library for every major
language officially supported. Great documentation for starters.

Secondary indexes are very useful for query optimization.

The self balancing and sharding out of the box is great for people wanting to write a scalable
application based on a datastore without needing to know a lot about database scaling.
7.1.1.1.125 What do you dislike?

On a write heavy load, mongo does not perform that well. Or well at all. The self balancing sharding
kind of breaks down. Mongo keeps on trying to auto balance in the back ground but fails because of
heavy write load.

Also the default _id field is used extensively for sharding internally so overriding that field causes all
sort of scaling issues.
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Review 8: 4*
7.1.1.1.126 What do you like best?

* MongoDB can scale very well. The binary code base is light and efficient. With new 3.0 release,
write lock is at collection level which is big improvement from previous releases. MongoDB can scale
horizontally (form multiple nodes cluster) with minimal effort. For database users want the best
performance possible, one can setup a large cluster with many low cost computers or cloud servers so
whole or majority part of database is in Memory.

* MongoDB is well protected against hardware failure and data center failure. Unlike older generation
of relational database that uses backup for hardware failure and disaster recovery. MongoDB uses
online replication. MongoDB replication is the default and recommended installation that creates
multiple copy of data across different servers. With careful planning, MongoDB user can have online
copies of database files on different storage array or different data center to prevent single point of
failure and data loss. Because of the...

7.1.1.1.127 What do you dislike?

* MongoDB is one of very first new nosql databases on the market. It is important to understand it is
not a ACID compliant database. What that means is it is not transaction safe beyond the document
level (roughly equivalent to a row in relational database). It is the tradeoff for scalability and
durability and it is by design according to MongoDB developer. When fit MongoDB into your
enterprise application architecture, we need think about what MongoDB can do and can not do.

Product: Redis
Review 9: 5*
7.1.1.1.128 What do you like best?
Its basically a datastructure store. You have a lot of data types like lists, sets, sorted sets, hash and
these can directly interface with our programming languages database.

It is and in-memory database so its extremely fast and very good for high read throughput and heavy
read workloads.

It is open source and free which makes it really trustworthy. It is used by us for our job server and also
as a message queue and pub sub functionality for realtime notifications. Its backup and save
mechanisms are really good and is easier to use than most other databases.

Its command protocol is very easy to use and implement and very fast also. Pipeling also improves
threshold and is currently the fastest database I've seen.
7.1.1.1.129 What do you dislike?

It doesn't have truly serializable ACID transactions . Its clustering support is still not fault tolerant. It
can't be used as your primary database. Doesn't have proper query language so analytics becomes a
little hard and we may need to use lua for it.

Review 10: 4.5*
7.1.1.1.130 What do you like best?

- Ease of setting up

- Complete and helpful CLI

- Interactive docs are VERY cool

- Detailed approach to memory management that is applicable to large systems but still useful for
smaller deployments.

- Wide set of possible applications - almost endless.

- Documentation is great, despite parts that can be improved (see "What do you dislike?")
7.1.1.1.131 What do you dislike?

- Documentation can contain misleading information at times
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- A more detailed documentation set on installation and configuration would be helpful

- Difficult to configure in multiple virtual environments, but containers can handle this separation so
it's not too bad

- Query language could be improved, I find myself struggling to use it effectively, but that could just
be part of the learning curve.

Review 11: 4*
7.1.1.1.132 What do you like best?
The ease of setup and usage of redis is amazing. You can just brew install redis or apt-get install or
download and be up and running with a single node in minutes.

The community around redis is very strong with lots of support, examples and documentation.

Redis is an excellent database that has a ton of support clients and drivers for NodeJS, Go, Java, Scala
and all the languages that we use.
7.1.1.1.133 What do you dislike?

Setting up clustering is a bit hard and there's not a lot of documentation on that. The process just
changed, so hopefully it will get better. The enterprise version from RedisLabs is a lot easier to use.

I would like if it connected with things like Mesos and kubernetes easier.

Product: IntelliJ Idea (IDE)

Review 12: 5*
7.1.1.1.134 What do you like best?

IntelliJ always make coding easier. You never feel like you are fighting against the IDE. It was clearly
designed by developers for developers. They are always adding features that make coding faster and
debugging easier.

IntelliJ is fantastic at keeping current with current frameworks and tools, adding and maintaining
support for each.

IntelliJ is highly customizable as well so that you can develop according to your own style, not one
imposed upon you by the IDE.
7.1.1.1.135 What do you dislike?

There isn't anything I don't like about IntelliJ. Seriously. It's absolutely fantastic. I have been using it
for years.
7.1.1.1.136 Recommendations to others considering the product

Don't let the price turn you away. IT's not expensive. Don't sacrifice features for free.

Review 13: 4.5*
7.1.1.1.137 What do you like best?

The editor is truly intelligent in terms of usability and features. Shortcuts are easy to remember and
rewarding in the long run. The variety of IntelliJ plug-ins makes it easier to customize the
environment like integrating with VCS or a build system. All the features are well thought of to make
coding a little less frustrating. Apart from Java, IntelliJ also offers environments for Javascript, PHP,
SQL etc. Not having to switch from IDEs keeps development fast and easy. Lastly, the screen at one
time may have a multitude of options and menus, however, once you understand the purpose of those
options, everything will be a click away. Lastly, the IntelliJ community is very active. This means
more plugins which allows direct integration with third party software.

7.1.1.1.138 What do you dislike?
IntelliJ has a tendency to slow down on slower hardware. Multiple toolbars and windows are
sometimes frustrating. The options on some of the toolbars which are represented by icons are
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confusing to use at times. The process of using the git plugin to manage code is rather confusing at
first. I use IntelliJ on windows and Linus and it is considerably faster in Linux than Windows.

Review 14: 4.5*
7.1.1.1.139 What do you like best?

I really like the decompiler tool. I just think it is really amazing that you can jump into decompiled
java code so easily.

Git integration is great, which gives me the chance to work in the same window all the time. I don't
need to go to the terminal to run commands because I've got everything I need inside the IDE.

Last thing I love is the productivity guide. I think it's just an awesome place to visit from time to time
if I want to improve my performance.
7.1.1.1.140 What do you dislike?

The fact that every time you update a plugin you need to restart the IDE is sometimes a bit annoying.

I also find a problem the fact that sometimes you need to go and find plugins for basic features such as
Scala or Go lang support. I think they should be included in the product.

Review 15: 5*
7.1.1.1.141 What do you like best?

1) They are so quick to integrate new on demand and cutting edge technologies.

2) User Experience is great, you don't have to think a lot to find something. If you are zen coder, you
will appreciate how distraction-free it is. And the most important it is very easy to get started better
than Eclipse. If you do something it just works. Once I had to use Eclipse at work and felt myself like
in a cage. After switching to Intellij you won't be back to Eclipse for sure!

3) It has great indexing - it used to be not good in old versions(<9) but 12, 13, 14 versions are so fast.

4) A lot of built-in tools like command line, decompiler, DB explorer, etc make you more productive.
7.1.1.1.142 What do you dislike?

1) New Pricing Model - They introduced new pricing model in 2013, I don't like it. Once you buy,
you can upgrade your subscription every year, otherwise “past-due renewal” cost applies. Past-due
renewal means “restarting: your subscription from a new date. The cost for “past-due renewal” is 75%
of “a new license” price. Despite of that, you are getting a great product and I love it.

2) Opening multiple projects at the same time - only way you can do is multi-module project.

Review 16: 4*
7.1.1.1.143 What do you like best?

The ability to customise the interface to best suit whatever task you're currently doing - if you need a
larger GIT panel, you can do that, if you want 2 code panels for whatever reason, you can probably do
that. It's very good at being flexible, in short.

Speaking of git, the default git plugin is VERY nice, and contains a built-in code review to ensure you
don't push something broken, like a syntax error in a file you changed. The commit dialog in
particular is very nice, and allows for descriptive messages without getting cluttered, like VIM would.

7.1.1.1.144 What do you dislike?
The interface can be a bit clunky, on Arch linux at least, it's a bit... boxy. Plus the fonts sometimes
look ever so slightly off. I wish there was more ability to theme the main window, maybe this will
come one day, but for now it's a slightly offputting.

The startup time can also be a little slow, even on an SSD, but I guess there isn't another IDE that can
start faster, so I won't class this as a massive thing.

Product: WebStorm
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Review 17: 5*
7.1.1.1.145 What do you like best?

It's integration of the latest web tools! Webstorm support tools like NodeJS, AngularJS, and Git out of
the box. It also has a plugin ecosystem and it makes it very straightforward to add new capabilities via
plugins. The debugging and testing capabilities are awesome as well. You can debug NodeJS
Javascript code right in the IDE and the experience is truly a pleasant one. Managing open source (or
private) code repositories via its integration with Git is super easy.

7.1.1.1.146 What do you dislike?
It can require a lot of memory and the indexing can be quite slow. With regards to the indexing, a user
needs to manage the project directories well and exclude them from the index if not critical to the
project. With regards to memory I work with an 8GB RAM PC. It is fine until I start opening a lot of
other windows and Webstorm starts competing for memory. So just got to know the limits of the
hardware and it's cheap to expand memory now a days so no such a big deal.

Review 18: 4*
7.1.1.1.147 What do you like best?

From the jetbrains framework, this has phenomenal code completion, code intelligence, refactoring
capabilities. Usually I use a mere text editor for web projects but if I need something closely coupled
and for big projects, I use webstorm. It has same features of the text editor, Atom. Multi cursor select
via alt + j or manually by alt + click. Smart contextual completion for CSS , ability to auto reference
class names from HTML in CSS and js. As with their intellij or clion, webstorm is awesome for
javascript. Can debug node projects from in itself. Simply, it has all the bells and whistles of an
excellent IDE.
7.1.1.1.148 What do you dislike?

Slow startup, gets in my way sometimes(problem with all IDEs), I could buy rubymine and still get
almost same set of features, auto-complete takes a while to pop up.

Product: Eclipse
Review 19: 5*
7.1.1.1.149 What do you like best?

I particularly like the way how eclipse imports my java projects and automatically connects all my
classes and methods, enabling method autocompletion when I'm writing code in a class that's related
to my previous written classes while, at the same time, stopping me from calling methods from classes
that are not related to the one I'm writing, avoiding stupid mistakes caused by simple distractions.

Also, eclipse compiles all the code in real time, pointing out any bugs you may have to solve.

Overall eclipse also provides a wide selection of plugins that add content to the application, such as
adding a python IDE to eclipse, maven support, gradle, among others.
7.1.1.1.150 What do you dislike?

I think that eclipse's interface is a bit cluttered and not intuitive. I hope it is upgraded in the future.

Review 20: 4.5*
7.1.1.1.151 What do you like best?

Its main quality is the fact that it's free of course. If that alone does not persuade you to use it, then
maybe the fact that it's been around for years and it's continually improving and it supports all kinds of
programming languages and has plugins for almost anything might.

7.1.1.1.152 What do you dislike?
It lacks some of the more advanced functionality from tools like IntelliJ Idea. I'm talking here for
example about Pydev's lack of virtual environments management, or pip integration. These are not
major issues which could make the product unusable though, but they are there.

Review 21: 5*
7.1.1.1.153 What do you like best?
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Eclipse is a fantastic IDE for Java and many other languages. Its plugin architecture and its
extensibility are hard to rival and the fact that it's free is a huge plus for smaller teams or tight budgets.

Excellent navigation capability (click on a method use, go to its definition; find where a method is
used and the hierarchy of calls leading to it; etc.).

Eclipse really is a great IDE. Its refactoring tooling works tremendously well. The handling of
Javadoc works perfectly. All of features we've come to expect of an IDE are their. Its code formatting
and cleanup tools are very powerful. I find its build system to work well and intuitively. I think these
are the things upon which its reputation is really built.
7.1.1.1.154 What do you dislike?

It is big and quite complex. Processing IDE simplifies lot of things, like adding a library.

Some things hidden by Processing have to be handled manually, and some things must be changed
from standard sketches: You have to do the base imports yourself; now Eclipse makes that dead
simple, so that's not a major issue;

Eclipse hangup and show me the content one minute later or I get frustrated and kill the process. Both
are bad outcomes.

Eclipse common errors because developers cannot figure out what the error message means.

Review 22: 4*
7.1.1.1.155 What do you like best?

Eclipse does a terrific job of providing insight into your codebase. It was the first experience I had
with an IDE that could make hundreds or thousands of classes navigable, understandable, and
organized. In particular, the ability to find a class or code artifact with a few keystrokes, to see
inheritance hierarchies, and refactor code naturally was quite a revelation.

Importantly for me, Eclipse has a long history, and a highly evolved community, around modeling.
With EMF at the core, you can use eclipse to build declarative models, custom modeling languages, or
comprehensive model-driven solutions. For those who have the wherewithal to go down this road, it
can be immensely rewarding, and the platform has enormous power.
7.1.1.1.156 What do you dislike?

The user interface -- visually -- seems like it's still stuck in the turn of the century. I hope they'll give it
an overhaul, taking advantage of large, hi-res displays; replacing those skeuomorphs with a modern,
flat UI; and giving us a decent dark theme (the coveted charcoal background with neon-colored text).

Product: Git (VCS)
Review 23: 4.5*
7.1.1.1.157 What do you like best?

After using a centralized VCS, Git comes in handy because you don't have such thing as a 'blocked'
file in case you need to make a little change in other peoples' files, so you can test your own.

Configuration in both Windows and Linux is plain and straight. Besides, there's this awesome
community and documentation online. It's one of the key points I look for when deciding to use a tool
for production environments.

7.1.1.1.158 What do you dislike?

Git, however, gets really slow when dealing with repositories above 1GB. When you're used to used
Git via command console like me, it's pretty troublesome waiting more than a couple of seconds for
the operations to take place (because they usually take 1 second).
7.1.1.1.159 Recommendations to others considering the product

Git is probably the number-one tool for version control. It has a great community on which you can
rely on, and the best thing you could do is learn git from the ground up via bash or command line.
Then, start using GUI tools such as Sourcetree, GitHub for Windows, etc. It could be a little slower at
the beginning, but it pays off in the long run.
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However, the only disadvantage so far is the use of Git for big repositories. If your codebase size
(including assets) is greater than 1GB. After that threshold, it starts to go slow. It's not a real issue for
some people, but I'm used to get fast response via command line, and it's not easy to deal with those
extra 10-15-second commits when you're in a hurry (it usually takes 1-4 for me with a less-than 1GB
codebase)

Review 24: 5*
7.1.1.1.160 What do you like best?

- The ability to commit offline

- LFS (Large File System)

- The overall development process

- The large community of users

- The flexibility is great

- If used properly, git is very powerful

- Push to server

- Commit hooks make it really easy to integrate within a Continuous Delivery system / Continuous
Integration environment

- the git stash command

- tags
7.1.1.1.161 What do you dislike?

- If the branching model you use is not the right one for your use case, things can get really
complicated

- Setting up a git servers infrastructure can be pretty tricky

- The fact that when pushing directly to the server, the files can be seen as they are for a brief period
of time.

Review 25: 4.5*
7.1.1.1.162 What do you like best?

Git alone is incredibly simple to set up in no time at all. All you have to do is install it, open up a
command prompt, make a new folder, and type "git init" to create a repository. Committing requires
that you specify a name and e-mail address to identify with, and with that, you'll already have a
repository that's ready to go. Forming, closing, and merging separate branches of development is a
breeze.

While Git itself is a complete tool, it is also capable of interfacing with third party tools like P4Merge
for handling diffs and merge conflicts.

7.1.1.1.163 What do you dislike?

While it is capable of storing and managing different versions of binary assets, the size of the
repository will begin to grow at an alarming rate as more iterations or assets are stored. Other
solutions such as git-fat, Dropbox, or sheer symlinks simply off-load the binary assets onto external
storage services, such as Amazon AWS.

The flexibility and efficiency afforded by not having all actions checked against a server can also be a
downfall: there is nothing stopping you from accidentally editing the same file as another user.




